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MEMO TO THE TOWN GOVERNMENT
The current economic conditions do not make
While
your selectmen's jobs any easier.
there is lower revenues and a desire to
there are certainly no
reduce spending,
In
reduction in the demand for services.
fact we have just the opposite.

There are more miles of Town roads to
In addition the
maintain, plow and sand.
cost of materials are greater along with a
larger demand for emergency services, because
there is more traffic.
into
translates
population
increase
The
additional services and more trash disposal
The recycling program has
at the Town Dump.
been a success to date, but needs to be
and
participation
expanded
to
increase
need
to
We also
include more materials.
closing of the old
address a permanent
landfill and a long term solution to septage
disposal.
Ever changing federal regulations
makes this a difficult target.

After
The Town was last revaluated in 1982.
rapidly
having gone through a decade
of
changing real estate values, the current
appraisals do not accurately reflect market
The Town should appropriate the
prices.
funds and move ahead with revaluation later
this year.
As the economy slows, there is a greater
demand for welfare assistance. There is also
a slowing in the Town's cash flow which will
require the Town to borrow more funds to
operate until the tax payments are made in
June and November.

The Board of Selectmen, department heads.
Town Administrator and the Advisory Budget
Committee spent many hours developing a

proposed budget that addresses the need to
maintain services with fiscal restraint. The
proposed budget
is
approximately
$10,000
greater than the amount appropriated last
year.
This represents a 1/2% increase from
last year.
I feel that this proposed budget
maintains an adequate level of service for
the Town budget, while holding the line on
property taxes.
I
urge all residents to attend the Town
Meeting and participate in the governmental
decision process.

W.

Richard Burrows, Chairman
Board of Selectmen

Harold Elmer Flower

1898 - 1990

Harold Flower lived in Harrington for 59
years.
He served as treasurer for the Town,
was a selectmen for 14 years, and served as
representative to the General Court for one
term and was a Strafford County Commissioner,
one term.
He was a member of the Harrington
Congregational Church, Canaan Chapel
Association, the Centennial Grange No. 185
and the Strafford County Law Enforcement
Association. He was also a member of the
-Strafford County Fire Wardens Association and
a charter member of the Harrington Volunteer
Department. He retired from Hlue Job Fire
Tower as lookout watchman after eight seasons

During World War I he served in the U.S.
He belonged to the
Army, Yankee Division.
American Legion Post No. 8 of Dover and was a
member of World War I Barracks of Dover.

.

STATU OF

NEW HAMPSHIRE
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January 14,

1991

Dear Residents of Barrfngton:
am pleased that you chose to dedicate this
year's Town Report to the volunteers and the spirit of
vol un teer sin in Barrington, New Hampshire.
I

i

They
Volunteers play a vital role in our state.
touch every aspect of our lives by enriching our
culture, keeping us safe and healthy, and helping us to
They are the backbone of
plan for our future.
fe
commun ty
i

1

i

commend the volunteers of Barrington who give
generously of their time and talents to help others.
They are shining examples of the best of New
Hampshire's citizenry.
1

Sincerely,

jg/hec
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VOLUNTEERS
SO YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE A VOLUNTEER IN
HARRINGTON?

You can feel good about yourself as a
volunteer in the Harrington Community. The
community can benefit from what you have to
offer.

There are great personal rewards in knowing
that you are making a positive difference in
Harrington. You can develop good friends,
help make the community the kind of place you
want to live and save the residents of your
community from additional financial burdens.
As you read over the information about Boards
and Committees in Harrington, please give
some thought
on how you might be a
participant. The biggest need is for people
with a sincere interest in the community and
a willingness to devote one's precious time
to meet a community need.
No experience Is
necessary.

Whether it is serving on a town board or in a
less formal group, such as the Harrington
Cornerstones Volunteers, your most needed
assets are enthusiasm, dependability,
teamwork and the ability to collectively
solve problems through a common sense
approach.
If you have these qualities,
please join the many dedicated volunteers who
are working to have Barrington be the great
community in which you and your family would
want to live.
For more information on any of the Boards or
Committees please call the Barrington Town
Offices at 664-9007.

.

HARRINGTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION NEEDS YOUl

The Conservation Commission was established
to serve as liaison between the State
Wetlands Board and local communities. The
Conservation Commission acts to protect and
preserve the functions and existence of our
Towns natural resources (rivers, forests,
wetlands, aquifers, watershed areas and open
space)
Our Conservation Commission is comprised of 6
members and 2 alternates. The Commission is
seeking to add 1 member and as many
alternates as are interested. While some
members are professionals in a related field,
others are "regular" people with only an
interest in seeing the natural areas within
our Town saved from adverse impacts.
To become a member or alternate, we ask only
that you attend our regular monthly meetings
(every 4th Tuesday) and have an interest or
curiosity about the environmental status of
Harrington. Our meetings generally run from
There are many
7:00 P.M. to 9-9:30 P.M.
areas on which we could use fresh input. At
present, we could use people for: taking
notes, project research, school lectures,
planning board liaison, media representative,
displays and even new ideas or direction for
future projects.

Please lend some time

-

our Town depends on

us.

Thank you,
Carol Reilly, Chairman

ADVISORY BUDGET COMMITTEE
The Advisory Budget Committee is composed of
5 members, 1 appointed each year for a 3-year
term.
One serves as Chair on a rotating
basis. Alternates are needed.
The Advisory Budget Committee holds an
organizational meeting in late summer and
then regularly meets twice a month leading up
to Town Meeting.
The function of the Advisory Budget Committee
is to review the proposed budgets of the Town
and the School District. The Advisory Budget
Committee discusses the budget with each Town
Department and with the School Board. The
Advisory Budget Committee holds its own
meetings to review proposed expenditures and
to develop recommendations to present to the
Board of Selectmen, the Town Administrator
and the School Board. Warrant articles are
also reviewed. Subsequent views are passed
on to the town officials and to those
attending the Town Meeting in March of each
year.

DUTIES OF THE PLANNING BOARD
The Planning Board consists of 5 to 7 members
It meets at least every
with 2 alternates.
other Thursday but mostly once a week. One
meeting each month is to hold public hearings
for subdivision and Non-residential Site
Review applicants. All other meetings are
work sessions. At these meetings the Board
works on updating the Zoning Ordinance, the
Subdivision Regulations, Site Review
Regulations, the Capital Improvement Program,
Master Plan, and any other planning issues or
matters before them. Work sessions are from
7:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.
Hearings with
applicants for subdivision or site review are
from 7:00 P.M. to 10:00 or 11:00 P.M.
depending on the proposals presented.
The role and duties of a planning board
member is as follows:
1
To prepare and amend when needed the
Master Plan and present it to the
townspeople. The Master Plan is a guide for
the growth and development of the town.
It
represents the goals, needed capital
improvements, areas for conservation and
commercial development, and the long range
planning of the town.
It is an aid to the
planning board when making their decisions.
.

To hold public hearings for all proposed
subdivisions and site review that come before
the board.
Its duties are to insure all
proposals meet the requirements of the Zoning
Ordinance, Subdivision and Site Review
Regulations and has met all other necessary
requirements. The board works with the
applicant to attempt to insure his plan will
be an asset to the town in design and
planning as far as the law allows the board
to require.
2.

3.
To change and amend the Zoning Ordinance
and Subdivision and Site Review Regulations
as needed.

4
To prepare a Capital Improvement Program
which outlines the needs of the departments
of the town and establishes a time frame when
the needs are purchased. This helps the
municipality to develop the yearly budgets
including those needs financed over a period
of time.
The Capital Improvement Program is
developed by working very closely with the
department heads who present the board with
their list of needs.
.

5.
To hear and work on all other issues that
pertain to zoning and planning of the town.

The board works with the departments and town
boards to achieve the goal of the town
operating and growing in unison.

HARRINGTON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

The
Barrington
Industrial
Development
Committee consists of five volunteers who
were appointed at the 1989 Town Meeting by
the Selectmen
to assist with amending or
revising the necessary ordinances needed to
attract
industry
to
Barrington.
The
Committee meets at 7:00 P.M. on Wednesdays at
the Fire Station. The Committee has also met
on many occasions with the Selectmen, the
Planning Board, the Conservation Commission,
and the Board of Adjustment in its effort to
help protect the Town's environment and rural
character,
while
attempting
to
provide
economic stability through a broadened tax
base.
The Committee, through the Planning Board, is
proposing that approximately 500 acres be
rezoned for industry.

George Calef, Chairman
Louis Goscinski,Vice Chairman
Roger Vincent, Secretary
Ronald Landry
Charles Karcher

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Emergency Management Agency (more
commonly known as the Civil Defense Unit) is
composed of all volunteers. We have six at
present with two new applications being
received this past year. We meet on an
irregular basis (only as necessary) unless
called upon to assist in an emergency such as
hurricane etc. or to assist other agencies as
needed.

Various training courses are available
through the Office of Emergency Management in
Concord, N.H. free of charge to the
volunteers. Local training on
familiarization and use of radiological
instruments are conducted each year at one of
our meetings.
Richard S. Brooks
Emergency Management Director

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) is
composed of five regular members, one of whom
is chosen chairman by the others, and
alternates who fill in when a regular member
can not attend the hearing. The board has
three alternates presently. These are all
volunteers who are appointed by the Selectmen
and receive nothing for their time and effort
except satisfaction in doing a good job.

It is their responsibility to listen to the
cases presented by the applicants for
Variances or Special Exceptions to the Zoning
Ordinance. After weighing all the evidence,
they must decide whether to grant or deny the
requests. There are State rules and
regulations as well as the Town rules and
regulations which must be followed.

The Board usually meets the third Wednesday
of each month to hear requests.
The clerk
furnishes each member with all the paperwork
and information necessary prior to and after
the hearings. Meetings may take from one
hour up to four or five depending on the
number of cases for that month.

Richard S Brooks
Vice-chairman, ZBA
.

.

left to right, H. Bernard Waugh, Frank
Fellows, Governor Gregg and Ed Rollins

Harrington resident Frank Fellows was one of
the recipients of the New Hampshire Municipal
Associations Third Annual Municipal Volunteer
Awards

.
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DIRECTORY

TOWN OFFICERS

COMMITTEES AND BOARDS

REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
George T. Musler - 271-3661
Elaine Hashem - 271-2136
STATE SENATOR
Edward Dupont

271-2111

-

For the year ending December 31, 1990

TERM EXPIRES

SELECTMEN
Richard Burrows
George T. Musler
Peter W. Royce

1991
1992
1993

W.

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATOR
Michael W. Parda

Appt.

TOWN CLERK
Muriel Leocha
Valerie Gillen

1991
Appt.

-

Deputy Town Clerk

TAX COLLECTOR
Madelynn Faist
Rose Fogg - Deputy Tax Collector

1991
Appt.

TREASURER
Ronald P. Seaver

1991

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Robert V. Drew
Eleanor Woolson
Claude Maine

1991
1992
1993

SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST
Janet Varney
Katherine Swain
Pamela MacDonald

1992
1993
1994

20

BUILDING INSPECTOR
Theodore Buczek

Appt.

CHIEF OF POLICE
Richard P. Conway

Appt.

FIRE CHIEF
Sumner Hayes

Appt,

FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Sumner Hayes

Appt.

DEPUTY FIRE WARDENS
George A. Calef
A. Harlan Calef
Russell Hayes
Russell Bassett

Appt.
Appt.
Appt.
1992

TOWN FORESTER
Susan Baumann

1991

ROAD AGENT
Ronald D. Landry

Appt.

COORDINATOR OF EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICES
Joel Sherburne

Appt.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Richard Brooks

Appt.

TOWN MODERATOR
Stanley Swier
John Barr - Assistant Moderator

1993
Appt.

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Robert Shepherd, Chairman
Richard Brooks
Patrick Lavoie
Maynard Heckel
Karyn Forbes
Roger Peters - Alt.
Pat Newhall - Alt.
Dwight Haley - Alt.
21

1993
1992
1991
1994
1993

PLANNING BOARD
Dawn Hatch, Chairman
Wayne Beasley
W. Richard Burrows
Charter Weeks
Ralph Luby
Tony Irons
John Svenson
Joel Runnels - Alt.

1993
1993
1991
1993
1992
1993
1992

ADVISORY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Frank Fellows, Chairman
James Andersen
Charles Trainor
Robert Edmunds
Selene Trush

1991
1991
1991
1992
1993

CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
Frank Fellows
Ronald D. Landry
Al Greenwood

1993
1991
1992

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Carol Reilly
Fred Short
John Hart
Sue Baumann
Judy Ross
Scott Abrahamson
Frank Fellows
Chris Reilly - Alt.

BARRINGTON INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
George Calef - Chairman
Roger Vincent
Ronald D. Landry
Louis Goscinski
Charles Karcher
BARRINGTON LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Susan Ahern, Chairman
Dorothy Berry
Bill Braman
Michael Fitts
22

1992
1993
1992
1993
1991
1993
1993

Appt.
Appt.
Appt.
Appt.
Appt.
1992
1991
1993
1992

BARRINGTON LIBRARY TRUSTEES CONT.
Anne Carr Whitney
Colin Williams
Wadsworth Winslow III

23

1991
1991
1993

TOWN OF HARRINGTON
HOURS AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS

SELECTMEN
664-2817
664-2877
749-4329

W. Richard Burrows
George T. Musler
Peter W. Royce

TOWN OFFICE

664-9007 AND 664-5179

OFFICE OF SELECTMEN
Margie Harty, Clerk
Penny Smith, Clerk
Suzanne McNeil, Clerk
Jeanne Caforio, Bookkeeper /Supervisor

OFFICE OF SELECTMEN
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
Friday
Closed Wednesday

8:00 AM - 4:30 PM
8:00 AM - 12 Noon

OFFICE OF TAX COLLECTOR
Madelynn Faist
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Wednesday
Tax Collector Telephone Number 664-2230
OFFICE OF TOWN CLERK
Muriel Leocha
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Wednesday
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Town Clerk Telephone Number 664-547 6
ROAD AGENT
Ronald D. Landry

664-5379

BUILDING INSPECTOR
Theodore Buczek Days by Appt.
HEALTH OFFICER
Salvatore Farina

664-5798

664-9079

24

PLANNING OFFICE
Dawn Hatch
Monday - Thursday 8:00 AM - 12:30 PM
Planning Office Telephone Number 664-5798
POLICE DEPT.

664-2700

STRAFFORD DISPATCH

742-4968

AMBULANCE

664-2896

FIRE DEPT.
For fire permits call:
Fire Warden Russell Bassett
Deputy Warden Harlan Calef
Deputy Warden George Calef

664-7700

DUMP HOURS
Summer Hours
Sunday
Wednesday
Saturday

Winter Hours
Wednesday
Saturday

664-2971
664-2232
664-2471

-

Starting June 2, 1991
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM
11:00 PM - 6:00 PM
8:00 PM - 5:00 PM

-

Starting September 8, 1991
11:00 PM - 6:00 PM
8:00 PM - 5:00 PM

RURAL DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL

VISITING NURSE

-

755-2202

25

-

755-2202

II.

TOWN MEETING

TOWN OF BARRTNGTON
TOWN MEETING MARCH 13-14, 1990
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of tlie Town of Barrington In
the County of Strafford in said State, the following action was
taken on the Town Warrant.
On Tuesday, the 13th day of March the
polls were opened at 10:00 AM and closed at 7:00 PM,
The articles
of business were acted upon Wednesday, the 14th day of March 1990
at 7:00PM.

The meeting was called to order by Moderator Stanley Swier at
7:00 PM.

Moderator:
I do not follow any set rules of order, to avoid any
complications or misinterpretation.
I reserve the right to limit
debate to keep the meeting going.
Debate should be concise as
possible.
All debate and questions should be through the moderator.
You must
be recognized by the moderator before you speak.
And please state
your name for the record.
For those of you who move and second an article, state your name
loudly, please.
We do have a reporter who's taking down names for
the official record, and it is very important that he gets your name
clearly because he doesn't live in Barrington and doesn't know your
name.
So it is important that you state it as clearly as you can.

Any complex amendments should be written out so that we can understand them.
If we go to any secret ballots the handicapped and elderly will be
allowed to vote first and can go to the front of the line.

The selectmen and/or the advisory budget committee will be allowed
to discuss a warrant article first before we open the discussion to
the floor.

Once you have spoken, the moderator reserved the riglit not to recogPersonal
nize you again until others have had a chance to speak.
attacks, shouting or disorderly conduct will not be tolerated.
The moderator will restrict the number of amendments to the main
motion so we can keep it straight. Otherwise it gets very complicated.
The moderator will not accept any motions which he feels
are premature or inappropriate.
It takes five
Two things you need to know about secret ballots.
registered voters in writing to petition a secret ballot, and it
takes seven by-hand ballots to petition a secret ballot after T proclaim the vote. The other thing is that if you disagree with the
moderator you can overrule the moderator by majority vote.

Number of eligible voters on check list:
Number of votes cast:

27

3463
308

The following town officers were elected;
1
Selectman for three years
Peter W, Royce
One Trustee of Trust Funds for three years
Claude L. Maine
Moderator for two years
Stanley R. Swler
One Supervisor of the Checklist for six years
Pamela R. Macdonald
Two l,ibrary Trustees for tliree years
(Jrenville J. F. Braman
Wadsworth Wlnslow III

ART.

255 votes
265 votes

260 votes
226 votes
266 votes
209 votes

ART. 2 Do you favor the continuation of the Town Manager plan as now
in force in this town?
No:
Yes:
143
157
Article defeated by
majority ballot vote.

MODERATOR:
One of the articles that we had to vote on yesterday was
Cemetery Commissioner for tliree years, vote for one. The rule is that
it takes ten write-in votes to elect a person.
No one got ten write-in
votes.
In this situation the selectmen can appoint or we can take
nominations from the floor for Cemetery Commissioner for three years.
floor.
At the request of the selectmen, we will take nominations from the

Are there any nominations from the floor right now for Cemetery Commissioner for three years?
Barring any nominations, the selectmen will appoint.
MODERATOR:
This year we had a Citizen of the Year contest, anfl tonight
we will have the naming of the First Annual Harrington Citizen of the
Year.
For the presentation, 1 recognize Muriel Leocha.

MURIEL LEOCHA: This is our first annual Citizen of Year award which
recognizes an individual who has demonstrated excellence in business,
profession or advocation and has contributed to the benefit of the
Town of Barrlngton.
We, the committee, have chosen Joel Sherburne.
Some years ago Joel initiated the Barrlngton Emergency Medical Service,
and in fact his own car was used to carry his equipment because we
Since then, of course, he's been
didn't even have an ambulance then.
with the blood drives, and it's very rare in any event in the town in
which Joel is not taking tickets or exerting himself to help whoever
desires his assistance.
So, 1 am very proud to present lilm with our first 1990 Citizen of tlie
Year award.
I would like Joel to speak a little bit about this award so that next
year perhaps we'll have more nominations as I think many people were
not aware of this award.
JOEL SHERBURNE: Thank you, Muriel. This is really an honor and I was
really shocked when we had our committee meeting, and was Informed
that from the number of nominations received that I was the winner.
I thought of tills idea to try to promote Barrlngton and to try to get
a little interest into the town, and maybe to get a little more people
Interested In volunteering in other things.
There are many individuals

28

3

I want to thank
that I can name tliat should have this honor, too.
everyone that nominated me.
the Year, I'll
1 certainly appreciate this and as the First Citizen of
This Is Rolng to be an annual event, so when
try to live up to that.
it's In tlie local papers, Foster's and Transcript, all you have to do Is
pick up a form, fill it out and leave it at the Town Hall office, or
with me. Tlien the selection committee will review them and check the
It
infllvidtial s background and their contributions to the community.
will be based on the number of nominations received for each Individual.
I
certainly appreclatetlils.
Tliank you very, very much.
'

Are you In favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: To
modify the Definitions section of the Zoning Ordinance by adding new
Introductory language to this section and by redefining or adding definitions for various words and phrases. Including "customary accessory
building or use," "camp." "camper vehicles," "campground," "cellar/basement," "two-family dwelling," "multi-family dwelling," "net floor area,"
"earth," "excavation," "essential services," "junk yard," "lot," "minimum
Iiuildlng setback line," minimum front yard depth," "minimum rear yard
depth," "minimum side yard width," " mobile home," "nonconforming lot,"
"nonconforming use or structure," "preslte built housing," "sign,"
"advertising sign," "animated sign," "business sign," "Identification
sign," "flat sign," "flashing sign," "gross area of sign," "ground sign,"
"individual letter sign," "pole sign," "projecting sign," "window sign,"
"private street," "public street," "arterial street," "collector street,"
"structure" and "wetland"?
Votes cast: Yes: 21A No: 80 Article passed by majority ballot vote.
ART.
by

3

tlie

ART.
Are you In favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed
A
To add
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
a new subsection, 7. A. 10, to Section 7. A of the Zoning Ordinance whereby
group child care centers would be permitted by special exception in Zone
A and the requirements for the special exception would be specified and
would
to add another new subsection, 7. A. 11, whereby "Group Child Center"
be defined as would various other day care and nursery uses to be treated
as home occupations; further, the phrase "Child Care Facilities as Home
Occupations Whicli Must Meet State Requirements" would be added as a
heading to subsection 7. A. 11 and the maximum number of children permitted
under the "Group Day Care Nursery" and "Family Group Day Care" categories,
subsection 7.A.lla and c, respectfully would be set at six?
Votes cast:
Yes: 203 No. 8/4 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

Are you In favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as pro5
posed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To change "minimum street yard" to "minimum front yard" in Section 7. A.
of the Zoning Ordinance?
Votes cast:
Yes: 204 No: 80 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

ART.

6
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. A as proposed
ART.
To add
by the Planning Board for the "Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
certain types of contractors, real estate offices and medical/dental
offices and facilities as uses permitted by special exception under
Section 7.B.2 of the Zoning Ordinance?
Votes cast:
Yes: 205 No: 82 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

29

7
Are you In favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend and expand the introductory paragraph in Section 7.C to clarify,
the residential and other uses permitted in the B-2Zone and the extent
of the B-2 Zone?
Votes cast: Yes: 213 No: 65 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

ART.

8
Are you In favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by tlie Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To reword Section 10. I of the Zoning Ordinance to read as follows:
10.1
Manufactured Housing may be located in Mobile Home Parks,
Mobile Home Subdivisions and on individual residential lots
anywhere in any district.?
Votes cast:
Yes 173 No: 119 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

ART.

9
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To insert three sentences into Section 11.3 of the Ordinance relative to
nonconforming lots whereby submission of a certified plot plan prior to
the issuance of a building permit on such a lot of record of less than one
acre would be required, certain criteria for the plan would be establislied
and the issuance of a building permit for such a lot where state approval
or local sanitary setbacks cannot be obtained would be prohibited?
Votes cast: Yes: 198 No: 85 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

ART.

10
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To add a new subsection, 11.4, whereby provision would be made for the
continuation of nonconforming structures but their enlargement or
expansion would be prohibited where greater nonconformity would result
and to add a new subsection, 11.5, whereby structures on nonconforming
lots could not be expanded into minimum setback or yard areas except for
a stoop or stairs or open deck under certain circumstances?
Votes cast: Yes: 178 No: 107 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

ART.

11
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Section 16. A. 2 by changing the words "by a qualified soil
scientist acceptable to the Barrington Planning Board" to "by a soils
scientist certified by the State Board of Certification for Soils Scientists" and to add to Section 16.B.2b of the Ordinance the following
language:
Poorly drained and very poorly drained soils shall be delineated by
High Intensity Soils (HIS) mapping standards as specified in Publication No. 1 of the Society of Soil Scientists of Northern New EngAll submittlas shall include a
land, or Its most recent edition.
colored map to delineate the soil types.?
Votes cast: Yes: 186 No: 88 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

ART.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 10 as pro12
ART.
posed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows"
To add a new article to the Zoning Ordinance, Article 18, Flood Plain
Development Ordinance, which would be an overlay district consisting
of all land designated by the Federal F.mergency Management Agency as
special flood hazard areas in its flood insurance rate maps, which
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would incorporate those maps into the Ordinance and which would provide various definitions, regulations and restrictions regarding building in special flood hazard areas and the alteration of water courses,
together with appeal provisions under this section of the Zoning Ordinance, all as required by the Federal Emergency Management Agency pursuant to its flood insurance program?
Votes cast: Yes: 201 No: 74 Article passed by majority ballot vote.
13
Are you in favor of the adoption of "Amendment No. 11 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To add a new article to the Zoning Ordinance, Article 19, General
Regulations, which would include fourteen (14) sections regulating,
restricting or governing:
1. Vision clearance for traffic safety purposes;
2.
Utilities and essential services and their permitted location
in any zone subject to certain requirements;
3. Excavation of earth;
4.
Required removal, repair or fencing of damaged structures; 5. Junk
storage and junkyards;
6.
"Sewage disposal systems and their placement,
construction and maintenance;
Required open space of at least 30%
7.
usable green space on developed sites in all zones;
Swimming pools,
8.
outdoor water storage tanks, commercial fishing ponds and other water
storage facilities;
9.
lleiglit restrictions for buildings and exceptions
thereto;
10.
Bulk storage of oil or gasoline;
12.
DumpFences;
11.
ing, stump dumps and landfills;
13.
Portable utility buildings; and
14.
Minimum living areas of residences.
Votes cast: Yes: 176 No: 105 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

ART.

14
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 12 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Building Code as follows:
To
adopt, by reference, the Life Safety Code, NFPA 101, as adopted by the
National Fire Protection Association, Inc. and approved by the American
National Standards Institute and to adopt, by reference, the New Hampshire
Energy Code, the National Electrical Code, ANSl/NFPA 70, as adopted by the
National Fire Protection Association, Inc. and approved by the American
National Standards Institute and the BOCA Basic Plumbing Code as recommended and maintained by the Building Officials and Code Administrators
International, Inc.?
Votes cast: Yes: 227 No: 55 Article passed by majority ballot vote.

ART.

ART.
15
To see if the Town will vote to elect two members of the Advisory Budget Committee for a three year term.

MODERATOR:
appoint.

There are no nominations from the floor.

The selectmen will

ART.
16
It was voted by the Town to accept the reports of its officers
Motion:
P. Royce Second
and agents as contained in the Town Report.
by G. Musler.
Article passed by majority vote.
ART.
17
A motion was made by B. Denhard, seconded by G. Musler to
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
amend article 17 to read:
appropriate the sum of seven thousand ($7,000) for the purchase of a
Cardiac Monitor /Defibrillator for use by the Emergency Medical Services,
authorize a transfer and
and raise such sum in the following manner:
use of seven thousand ($7,000) dollars from the December 31, 1989 fund
balance for this purpose. Article, as amended, passed by majority vote.
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ART. 18 To see if tlie Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of ten tijousand dollars ($10,000) to be added to the Fire Truck Capital
H. Calef, second by P.
Reserve Fund previously established.. Motion:
oyce.
Article passed by majority vote.
19
ART.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
sixty tliree thousand dollars ($63,000) for the purchase of a new dump truck
complete with sander, plow and wing, and raise said sum in the following
manner:
(a)
Allow withdrawal of the twenty five thousand dollars ($25,000)
plus interest now held by the Trustees of Trust Funds in the Dump
Truck Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose;
and to authorize the transfer and use of thirty eight thousand
(b)
dollars ($38,000) from the December 31, 1989 fund balance for this
purpose.
Moiton by P. Royce, second by W. Burrows. Article passed by majority vote.

20
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) to be added to the Dump Truck Captial
Reserve Fund previously established. Motion by P. Royce, second by G. Musler
Article 20 voted by majority
that Article 20 is Inexpedient to legislate.
vote as inexpedient to legislate,

ART.

21
To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
ART.
fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to add to the Re-evaluation Capital Reserve
Motion by W. Burrow, second by P. Royce.
Fund previously established.
Article passed by majority vote.

22
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Motion by
four thousand dollars ($4,000) for repairs to Swains Lake Dam.
Article passed by majority vote.
G. Musler, second by W. Burrows.

RT.

ART.
23
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of eighteen
thousand dollars ($18,000) for the Conservation Fund. Motion by C. Reilly,
Article passed by majority vote.
second by F. Short.
24
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of one thouART.
sand five hundred dollars ($1,500) for the purpose of printing a pamphlet
promoting Harrington for industrial development. Motion by G. Calef, second
Article passed by majority vote.
by L. Goscinski.

25
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
negotiate and enter into an agreement with the Harrington School District
for the Town's use, by lease or otherwise, of portions of the Middle School
Annex for a term of years and upon such conditions not involving an appropriation of funds for rent, as the Selectmen deem to be in the Town's
Motion by G. Musler, second by W. Burrow. Article passed by
interest.
majority vote.

ART.

26
A motion was made by L. Goscinski, second by G. Musler to amend
Article 26 to read: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
up to seventy five thousand dollars ($75,000) for the renovation of a portion
of the old Elementary School to be leased to the Town for use as Town Offices
and authorize the transfer and use of December 31, 1989 Fund Balance for
Article 26 as amended, passed by majority vote.
this purpose.

ART.

32

A motion was made by B. Turner, second by E. Beal to amend Article
ART.
27
27 to change the wording from a "lease" to a "sale for one dollar ($1.00)".
Amendment to article passed by majority vote.
A motion was made by G. Musler, second by R. Shepherd to furtlier amend
Article 27 to read "that if the VFW is to abandon the property, tlie property
will be returned to the Town at no cost and the VFW permit use of the
building and property to other local civic organizations." Second amendment
to Article 27 passed by majority vote.
Article 27: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell the
property for one dollar ($1.00) to the VFW, and should the VFW abandon tlie
property, it be returned to the Town at no costs, and that the VFW permit
use of the building and property to other local civic organizations.
Article passed by majority vote.

28
To see if the Town will vote to allow the BYA to utilize an
additional approximately eleven (11) acres of the Town owned property
adjacent to Smoke Street and abutting the Barrington Youth Association
baseball fields to be used by the BYA for expanding its athletic programs
for the Barrington children.
The property to be maintained and its athletic
programs supervised by the Barrington Youth Association subject to tlie needs
of tlie Town as determined by the Selectmen.
A motion was made by P. Royce,
second by G. Musler.
Article passed by majority vote.

ART,

29 To see if the Town will vote to establish as Town Forest under RSA
31:110 the tract of land known as the Trickey Lot (Tax Map 8, Lot 33), to
authorize the Conservation Commission to manage a Town Forest under the
provisions of RSA 31:112-11, and to authorize the placement of any proceeds
which may accrue from said forest management in a separate Forest Maintenance
Fund, which shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year as provided by
RSA 31:113. A motion was made by J. Hart, second by F. Short. Article passed
by majority vote.

ART.

A motion was made by G. Musler, second by M. Harris to take Article 32 out of
order.
Motion passed by majority vote.
32
A motion was made by J. Andersen, second by R. Edmonds to amend the
bottom line of the budget to one million seven hundred sixty seven thousand
eight hundred fifty one dollars and eighty six cents ($1,767,851.86).
Motion
passed by majority vote.
A motion was made by J. Olivier, second by M. Carr to go over the budget line
by line.
Motion was defeated by majority vote.
A motion was made by G. Musler, second by W, Burrows to allow only ten minutes
for debate on the budget, then to call the question.
Motion defeated by
majority vote,
A motion was made by L. Goscinskl, second by J. Ross the proposed budget be
increased by four thousand five hundred ninety four dollars ($4,594) and that
this amount be appropriated for Straffrod Regional Planning Commission dues.
A motion was made by S. Jeffrey, second by J. Hart to amend Article 32 to increase the bottom lihe by four thousand six hundred dollars (4,600) in order
to hire a town forester with a four-year degree.
Motion defeated by majority
vote.
A motion was made by R. Smith, second by E. Beal to end debate and to call the
question. Motion passed by majority vote.
Article 32: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
one million seven hundred seventy two thousand four hundred forty five dollars
sighty six cents ($1,772,445.86) to cover all items in the budget not covered
by articles in the warrant.
Article passed as amended by majority vote.

ART.

33

A motion was made by G. Miislcr, secoml by W. Burrows to discuss Articles 30
Motion passed by
and 31 together and voted on together by secret ballot.

maiority vote.
30
"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28, V and VI for an
optional veterans' exemption and an expanded qualifying war service for
veterans seeking the exemption: The optional veterans' exemption is one
hundred dollars ($100) rather than fifty dollars ($50)." Votes cast:
Yes:
51
No:
Article was defeated by majority ballot vote.
59.

ART.

31
"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35, IV for an optional
property tax exemption on residential property for a service-connected total
disability? The optional disability exemption is one thousand four hundred
dollars ($1,400) rather than seven hundred dollars ($700)." Votes cast:
20.
Article passed by majority ballot vote.
Yes:
87
No:

ART.

33 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen in their
discretion to sell by public bid the Town's interest in property taken by
the Town for nonpayment of taxes and which are not considered beneficial to
future use by the Town. Motion by W. Burrows, second by G. Musler. Article
passed by majority vote.

ART.

34
ART.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to dispose
Motion by W. Burrows, second by G.
of those items designated as surplus.
Musler.
Article passed by majority vote.
35
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, accept, and expend, without further action by the Town Meeting, money
from the State, Federal or other government unit or any other private source
which becomes available during the fiscal year, and pursuant to and subject

ART.

to the limitations contained in RSA 31:95-b.
P.

Royce.

Motion by

G.

Musler, second by

Article passed by majority vote.

36
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
Motion by P. Royce, second by W. Burrows. Article
in anticipation of taxes.

ART.

passed by majority vote.
37
As Ctiizens of New Hampshire assembled at our Town Meeting and concerned over the present and future wellbeing of our Town, State, Nation and
World, we call on our representatives in Washington to work vigorously for
the substantial reductions in military spending, spending for which the taxpayers of our Town paid approximat ley seven million six hundred eighty six
thousand six hundred five dollars ($7,686,605) last year; and to redirect
our. Federal tax dollars toward such purposes as education, environment protection, deficit reduction, farming, housing, health care, and welfare of
Article
the elderly and children. Motion by M. Carr, second by D. Forbes.
passed by majority vote.

ART.

38
To see if the Town will vote to designate and proclaim April 22,
ART.
1990, as Earth Day 1990, and to set aside that day for public activities
promoting preservation of the global environment and launching the "Decade
Motion by C. Reilly, second by F. Short. Article
of the Environment."
passed by majority vote.
39
A motion was made by Jane Olivier, second by Jul ien Olivier to
resolve that the Selectmen take one thousand dollars ($1,000) from the Contingency Fund and give it to My Friends Place. Motion passed by majority vote.

ART,

34

A motion was made by F. Short, second by Jane Olivier to resolve to form
a Barrington Recreation
Committee. Motion passed by majority vote.
A motion was made by 11. Calef, second by M. Carr to resolve to have a more
detailed budget spreadsheet, basically, revenues and expenses. Motion
passed by majority vote.
A motion was made by D. Bergeron, second by Jane Olivier to resolve that in
the future before the Selectmen dismantle, affect any Historical landmark
in the Town, that the Historical Society be notified.
Motion passed by
majority vote.
At 11:43 PM on March lA, 1990 a motion was made by R.
Rule to adjourn the meeting.

Smith, second by D,

A true copy, attest

v^^^^ fi ^f

//la^tu.L f—
Town Clerk

ADDENDUM:

Correction to ART. 32

A motion was made by J. Andersen, second by R. Edmonds to amend the
bottom line of the budget and change from one million seven hundred
seventy seven thousand eight hundred fifty one dollars and eighty six
cents ($1,777,851.86), to one million seven hundred sixty seven thousand eight hundred fifty one dollars and eighty six cents ($1,767,851.86)
tobe taken out of Town Offices' salary.
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

To the Inhabitants of the Town of Harrington
in the County of Strafford in said State,
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the
old Town Office in the auditorium in said
Harrington on Tuesday, the 12th day of March,
next at ten of the clock in the forenoon.
Polls open at 10:00 A.M.
Polls close at 7:00 P.M.

Articles of business to be acted on
Wednesday, March 13, 1991 starting at 7:00
P.M.

Article 01. To choose all necessary Town
Officers by ballot and majority vote,
including:
One Selectman for three years.
One Cemetery Commissioner for three years.
One Trustee of Trust Funds for three years.
One Tax Collector for three years.
One Town Clerk for three years.
One Treasurer for three years.
Three Library Trustees for three years.

Article 1
Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance
as follows:
To modify the Definitions
section of the zoning ordinance by modifying
or adding definitions for "off-premise sign",
"structure" and "dwelling unit"? (The
planning board approves of this proposed
amendment.)
By Ballot
.

Article 2. Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance
as follows:
To add a new section, 7.C.9.,
which would provide that "All commercial and
industrial uses shall not discharge effluent
36

of a quality that has
impact than that of a
unit"?
(The planning
proposed amendment.)

a greater environmental

single family dwelling
board approves of this
By Ballot

Article 3. Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance
as follows:
To amend Section 7. A. 3. of the
zoning ordinance to indicate that corner lots
require a 40 foot setback from both roads?
(The planning board approves of this proposed
cimendment.)
By Ballot
Article 4
Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance
as follows:
To add to both Sections 7.B.4.a.
and 7.C.4.a.l. the following language:
"The
minimum lot area for residential use shall be
80,000 square feet with an additional 40,000
square feet for each additional one-bedroom
dwelling unit under a common roof. An
additional 80,000 square feet is required for
each additional multi-bedroom dwelling unit
under a common roof."?
(The planning board
approves of this proposed amendment.)
By
Ballot
.

Article 5
Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance
as follow:
To adopt the proposed Industrial
Park zoning article, designated Article 7-D?
(The planning board approves of this proposed
amendment.)
By Ballot
.

Article 6. Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance
as follows:
To delete item 2 contained in
Article 19, Section 8. A., which relates to
fencing of certain inground swimming pools?
(The planning board approves of this proposed
amendment.)
By Ballot
37
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Article 7. Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance
To adopt Prime Wetland
as follows:
Designation for the 47 wetlands as shown on
(The
the Harrington Prime Wetlands Map?
planning board approves of this proposed
By Ballot
amendment.)

Article 8. Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 8 to the Town zoning
ordinance, Article 19, Section 3, to include
an amendment entitled "Earth Removal
(The
Operations" as proposed by petition?
planning board disapproves of this proposed
By Ballot
amendment.)
Article 9. Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 9 of the zoning ordinance,
calling for the adoption of an ordinance
entitled "Erosion and Sediment Control
(The
Ordinance" as proposed by petition?
planning board disapproves of this proposed
amendment.)
By Ballot

Article 10. In accordance with RSA 202-A:ll-b
"Shall we permit the public library to retain
all money it receives from its incomegenerating equipment to be used for general
repairs and upgrading and for the purchase of
books, supplies and income-generaint
(By Petition), (By Ballot), (By
equipment?".
Majority Vote)
"Shall we adopt the provisions
Article 11.
of RSA 72:28, V and VI for an optional
veterans exemption and an expanded
qualifying war service for veterans seeking
the exemption? The optional veterans
(By
exemption is $100, rather than $50.
(Majority Vote
Petition, By Ballot)
Required)
'

.
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Article 12. Are you in favor of reviewing
the 1991 Town Budget, at the 1991 Town
Meeting, line item by line item, comparing
each line with last years line item
(Ballot Vote), (By Petition).
expenditures.
(Majority Vote Required)
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate, the sum of two hundred
twenty nine thousand eight hundred eighty
seven dollars ($229,887) for the revaluation
of the town and to authorize the withdrawal
of $129,887 plus all accrued interest from
the Capital Reserve Fund previoiusly created
for this purpose with the balance of $100,000
(Majority
to be raised by general taxation.
Vote Required)
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,820,398.00 to cover all items in the
budget not covered by articles in the
warrant.
(Majority Vote Required)

Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to
elect three members to the Advisory Budget
Committee each for a three year term.
(Majority Vote Required)
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to
accept the reports of its officers and agents
as contained in the Town Report.
(Majority
Vote Required)

Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand
dollars ($10,000) for the purpose of
recycling.
(Majority Vote Required)
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to
set aside Monday, April 22, 1991, as
"Barrington Volunteer Day" in recognition of
all volunteers in our community.
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Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of twenty
thousand dollars ($20,000) to be added to the
fire truck Capital Reserve Fund previously
(Majority Vote Required)
established.

Article 20. To see if the Town will instruct
the Selectmen to act upon the powers vested
in them by the State of NH under RSA 76:16 to
issue educational tax abatements as described
below.

Beginning September 1, 1991, any individual
owner of real estate in Harrington, New
Hampshire who pays all or any part of actual
educational expenses of tuition for any
Harrington student-resident of any public or
private high school to which no tuition
comes from Harrington, and which legally
fulfills the State of New Hampshire
compulsory attendance laws may be eligible,
pursuant to RSA 76:16, to receive an
abatement for real estate taxes from the Town
of Harrington in an amount, dollar for
dollar, not to exceed $1500, or an amount not
to exceed 85% of the last Town of Harrington
property bill, whichever is the lesser
amount
Conditions for Eligibility
Individuals seeking a real estate tax
1.
abatement must provide the Town with the
following information:
The name and address of the student
whose high school expenses have been paid;
b.
Proof that the student is a resident
Town
of the
of Harrington;
c.
Proof of educational expenses
payment
a.

The term "individual" shall include
2.
persons, corporations, associations, and any
other entity liable for property taxes in the
Town of Harrington.
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The term "actual educational expenses of
3.
tuition" shall mean and include:
Tuition in the ordinary sense;
a.
Tuition to students who attend
b.
public or private schools outside their
resident school districts;
Tuition for instruction provided by
c.
a secondary school and/or private tutor to
students who are physically unable to attend
classes at such school.
The total amount of the abatement s , if
4.
granted, shall not exceed $1500 for any one
student. (By Petition) (By Majority Vote)
(

)

Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of four
thousand six hundred and twelve dollars
($4,612) for benefits (health insurance
$3,742, retirement $870) for the town tax
(Majority Vote Required)
collector.

Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand dollars ($5,000) to be added to the
ambulance Capital Reserve Fund previously
established for the purpose of replacing the
Town's ambulance. (Majority Vote Required).
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to
establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of
purchasing heavy highway equipment and to
raise and appropriate the sum of twelve
thousand dollars ($12,000) to be placed in
(Majority Vote Required)
this fund.
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to
establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of
dump closure and to raise and appropriate the
sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) to
be placed in this fund.
(Majority Vote
Required)
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Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand
eighty eight dollars ($2,088) for Strafford
County Hospice.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum four thousand
dollars ($4,000) for repairs to Swains Lake
Dam.
(Majority Vote Required)
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of thirty nine
thousand dollars ($39,000) for the completion
of the renovations of the Town Offices
located at the Middle School Annex.
(Majority Vote Required)
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of four
thousand five hundred dollars ($4,500) for
the Conservation Fund.
Majority Vote
Required)
(

Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to convey any real
estate acquired by the town by Tax
Collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be by
deed following a public auction, or the
property may be sold by advertised sealed
bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as
justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.
(Majority Vote Required)
Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept,
and expend, without further action by the
Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal
or other government unit or any private
source which becomes available during the
fiscal year, all pursuant to and subject to
the limitations contained in RSA 31:95-b.
(Majority Vote Required)
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Article 31. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the board of Selectmen to accept on
behalf of the town gifts, legacies and
devises made to the town in trust for any
public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
(Majority Vote Required)

Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
(Majority Vote
anticipation of taxes.
Required)
Article 33. WHEREAS, Although the right of
free expression is part of the foundation of
the United States Constitution, very
carefully drawn limits on expression in
specific instances have long been recognized
as legitimate means of maintaining public
safety and decency, as well as orderliness
and productive value of public debate; and
WHEREAS, There are symbols of our nation such
as the Washington Monument, the United
States Capitol Building, memorials to our
greatest leaders, and our flag, which are the
property of every American and are therefore
worthy of protection from desecration and
dishonor; and
WHEREAS, The law as interpreted by the United
States Supreme Court no longer accords to the
flag the reverence, respect, and dignity to
which it is entitled; and
WHEREAS,
It is only fitting that people
everywhere should join in a forceful call for
the restoration of the flag to its proper
station under law and decency;

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That the
voters of the Town of
Barrington respectfully request the Congress
of the United States to propose an amendment
of the United States Constitution, for
ratification by the states, specifying that
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Congress and the states shall have the power
to prohibit the physical desecration of the
flag of the United States. (By Petition).

Article 34. To transact any other business
that may legally come before said meeting of
(Majority
the honorable Town Government.
Vote Required)
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION

MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION

BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF

Appropriations and Estimates of
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BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
A5

PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION
(RSA31:4)

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

SOURCES OF REVENUE
TAXES

,

#1
112

//3

10/drilling new well and hook-up to
Town Hall from Middle School.
Transfer from Animal Control to Police $2304.23

Transfer from Contingency to Gen Gov. $289

#17
#22
#24
#26
#23

Approp.
63,000.00
7,000.00
4,000.00
1,500.00
75,000.00
18,000.00
9,213.02

Defibrillator
Swains Dam
Industrial Development
Renovations
Conservation Fund
Plus C/0 from Prev. yr.

Line #38

50,000.00
10,000.00

#18 Fire Truck

27213.02

50,000.00
10,000.00

Line #37 Carry Over Warrant Articles from Previous Years

10,690.00
10,059.00

#10 1989 Recycling
#13 1989 Energy Conservation

#6

Expended
59,049.71
7,000.00
4,000.00
849.65
109,870.39

Includes:

#21 Revaluation

#5

.

Line #36 Includes Warrant Articles:

#19 Dump Truck

#4

1

3,886.88
-0-

Line #67 Includes:

Estimated Rev.
1,501.00
5,000.00

Town Property
Cemetery Lots & income from
Trust Funds

Actual Revenue
1,501.00
13,759.00

NOTE
The Town Auditor's and DRA recommend reporting Net Appropriations therefore
the amount of appropriation for 1990 on this report are different from the
amount of last years approved budget.
,
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PHOTO BY PETER J BUONC

Do you know where this is located in Barrington? If Not, you
can find out by purchasing your 1991 - 1993 Barrington
Calendar.
The calendar is on sale at the town office and
with many local merchants.
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III.

TOWN FINANCIAL REPORTS

HARRINGTON ADVISORY BUDGET COMMITTEE
1990 ANNUAL REPORT
It has been a very progressive year for the
Advisory Budget Committee.

During this year the six member committee
have focused its attention on identifying the
major issues facing the Town for this years
budget and beginning the strategic planning
necessary to address these issues. As a fast
growing Town, we are facing many new demands
on our assets and services.
The Budget Committee continues to strengthen
its relationships with each of the Towns
departments and committees to ensure an
ongoing planning partnership. As a result we
have received the proposed budgets on a
timely schedule. Although we need strength
in this area, we feel much progress compared
to past years.

We have been working hard to understand and
plan for the needs of the town. The
Committee would like to express their thanks
to the Boards and Committees for their
cooperation and patience with our request.

Our goal for the next year will be working on
a timely response with the School Board on
all correspondence and budget developments
effecting the Budget Committee.

Frank Fellows,
Chairman
Barrington ABC
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Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public

Accountants

131 Middle Street
Manchiester, New Hampstiire 03101
(603) 622-7070

April 16, 1990

To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Barrington, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Town of
Barrington, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1989, we considered its internal control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the
internal control structure.

However, during our examination we became aware of several matters that are
opportunities for strengthening internal controls and operating efficiency. The memorandum that accompanies this letter summarizes our comments and recommendations regarding those matters. A separate report dated April 16, 1990 contains our report on reportable
conditions and material weaknesses in internal accounting control. This report does not
effect our report dated April 16, 1990 on the financial statements of the Town of Barrington,
New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1989.

We have already discussed these comments and recommendations with various
personnel, and we will be pleased to discuss them in further detail at your convenience, to perform additional study of these matters, or to assist you in implementing the

Town

recommendations.
Sincerely,

Vachon, Clukay
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& Co., PC

^

DELINQUENT TAXES
During the course of our audit, we noted property, resident and yield taxes from the
1986 levy and prior which have not been collected. We recommend that the Town assess
the probability of collecting these taxes and abate those deemed uncollectable.

MOTOR VEHICLE PERMIT FEES
During the course of our audit, we noted calculation errors in the motor vehicle
permit fees. These errors resulted in over and under charges for registering motor vehicles.
We recommend the Town clerks office check all calculations to insure that the charges for
permits are proper.

RECONCILIATION OF COMPUTERIZED RECORDS
The Town has computerized the Selectmen's accounting records and the Tax Collectors records with two independent software programs. At year end these independent
systems were not reconciled. The result of not reconciling the independent systems was that
some transactions went unrecorded in the Selectmen's accounting system. To insure that all
transactions are recorded, the Selectmen's records should be reconciled to the Tax Collector
recommend that the Town implement procedures to reconcile the
on a regular basis.
Selectmen's and Tax Collector's records on a regular basis, to insure that all transactions are

We

completely and properly recorded.
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Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public

Accountants

131 Middle Street

Manchester. New Hampshire 03101
(603)622-7070

January 25, 1991

Board of Selectmen

Town

of Barrington,

We

New Hampshire

have audited the financial statements of the Town of Barrington, New Hampshire
ended December 31, 1990, and have issued our report thereon dated January 25,

for the year

1991.
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Town of Barrington, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31. 1990 we considered its internal
control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing
our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control
.

structure.

The management of

the

Town

of Barrington,

New Hampshire

is

responsible for estab-

and maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates
and judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of
internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principler-.
Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to
future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions or that the effecfiveness of the design and operation of polices and procedures
lishing

may

deteriorate.

For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control
and procedures in the following categories:

struc-

ture policies

Budget
Cash and investments
Revenue and receivables
Expenditures for goods and services
and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities

For all of the control categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the
design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and
we assessed control risk.
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A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of one or more of
the specific internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk
that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be material to the financial statement may
occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees
forming their assigned functions.

in the

normal course of per-

Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all
conditions that are considered to be material weaknesses as defined above. However, our
study and evaluation disclosed no condition that we believed constitutes a material weakness.

men.

This report is intended for the information of management, and the Board of SelectThis restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of this report, which is a matter

of public record.

^{/MyUm
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1990
DEBITS:

Motor vehicle permits issued
Motor vehicle permits-Bad checks
redeemed
Dog licenses
Dog licenses-Bad checks unredeemed
Filing fees
Marriage licenses

CREDITS

$395,185.00
768.00
1,794.50

—12.00
3.00
1,815.00
$399,553.50

:

Remittances to Town Treasurer
a/c Motor vehicle permits
a/c Dog licenses
a/c Filing fees
a/c Marriage licenses

$395,953.00
1,782.50
3.00
1,815.00
$399,553.50

Motor vehicle permits issued
Dog licenses issued
Filing fees
Marriage licenses issued

6,991
399
3

55

Motor vehicle permits 6,991 (3$1.50
Salary for 1990
Recording and indexing original records
of marriage 54 (? $ .50
Recording and indexing official copies
of marriage 10
$ .50
Additional copies of marriage records 12
$ .25
Recording and indexing original records
of birth 1
$ .50
Recording and indexing official copies
of birth 82
$ ,50
Recording and indexing original records
of death 7 @ $ .50
Recording and indexing official copies
of death 23
$ .50
Additional copies of death record 3 @ $ .25
Total fees and salary
Total advances fees
Balance due

10,486.50
500.00
27.00
5.00
3.00

(3

(?

.50

(3

(3

(?
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$

153.75

TOWN OF BARRINGTON

TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1990
BALANCE JANUARY 1, 1990
RECEIPTS DECEMBER 31, 1990

SI , 320, 024 50
.

$9,223,765.13

TOTAL FUNDS
LESS PAYMENTS DECEMBER 31, 1990

BALANCE JANUARY

BALANCE
BALANCE
BALANCE
BALANCE
BALANCE
BALANCE
BALANCE
BALANCE
BALANCE
BALANCE

1,

SIO, 543, 789.63

($9,609,466.79)

1991

$934,322.84

WORKING C/A
SUMMIT C/A
LONE OAK C/D
MALLEGO RESTORATION C/D
CEMETERY M/M
SWAIN DAM M/M
ROAD IMPACT M/M
CONSERVATION S/A
COMPACTOR CONTINGECY S/A
CONSERVATION C/D

$41,456.59
$762,829.17
$13,937.41
$6,078.13
$16,937.95
$12,989.30
$51,212.35
$5,326.52
$1,424.02
$22,131.40
$934,322.84

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
RONALD P. SEAVER
TREASURER
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
TAXES ASSESSED AND TAX RATE
Total Town Appropriation
Less Revenues and Credits

1,996,352
978,919

Net Town Appropriations
Net School Tax Assessment (s)
County Tax Assessment

1,017,433
4,534,552
541,185

Total of Town, School and Cty. 6,093,170
Less Business Pft. Tax Reim.
War Service Credits
Overlay
Property Taxes to be Raised

6,048,440
140,518,252

=

43.30
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112,181
45,650
57,801
6,084,440

Tax Rate

1990 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION

Current Use (At C. U. Values)
Residential
Comm/ Industrial

312,219
43,340,226
4,883,245

Total of Taxable Land

48,535,690

Buildings (Residential)
Manufactured Housing
Commercial /Industrial

76,340,877
7,324,285
7,646,550

Total of Taxable Buildings

91,311,712

Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable
Public Utilities

Exemptions

4,2 36,300

1,756,250
(1,085,400)

Net Valuation On Which The Tax
Rate Is Computed
141,518,252
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DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
ENCUMBRANCES

&

1990

SELECTMEN

Salaries/Selectmen & Treasurer
Legal
Conferences/Training
Dues NHMA
Cont/Inc-Audit & Appraisals
Strafford Regional Planning
Insurance
Insurance/Ambulance
Advertising
Memorial Fund
Contingency

6675.00
31491.67
140.00
2054.58
18931.00
12594.00
45995.00
5432.25
142.45
445.66
5603.96

129505.57

Total Selectmen

ADMINISTRATION
Salaries
Part Time Hourly Wages
Overtime
Recruitment
Office Supplies
Postage
Copier Supplies
Telephone
Conferences /Training
Mileage /Expenses
Consultants
Dues/Fees
Equipment Rental
Equipment Maintenance
Printing
Contracts
Advertising
Equipment

48201.61
8733.50
808.87
1492.25
3461.23
1246.55
578.74
2937.27
1139.44
478.52
550.00
314.50
3474.06
3902.23
6615.33
1627.00
145.86
9580.50

Total Administration

95287.46
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9

DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
ENCUMBRANCES

&

1990 CONT.

TAX COLLECTOR

Salaries-Tax Collector/Art
Part Time Hourly Wages
Office Supplies
Postage
Telephone
Conferences/Training
Mileage/Expenses
Dues & Fees
Printing
Contracts

.

18610.00
6632.07
730.23
2508.40
236.43
700.28
80.83
35.00
197.69
1074.00

30804.93

Total Tax Collector

TOWN CLERK

Salaries
Part Time Hourly Wages
Office Supplies
Postage
Conferences/Training
Mileage/Expenses
Dues & Fees
Printing

19426.72

Total Town Clerk

ELECTION

&

11078.75
7368.02
258.99
145.50
375.00
23.46
12.00
165.00

REGISTRATION

Part Time Hourly Wages
Office Supplies
Postage
Mileage /Expenses
Printing
Contracts
Total Election

&

Registration
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3290,

DETAIIiED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS &

ENCUMBRANCES

DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
ENCUMBRANCES

&

DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
ENCUMBRANCES

&

DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
ENCUMBRANCES
1990 CONT.

&

DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
ENCUMBRANCES

&

1990 CONT,

ROAD MAINTENANCE

Materials & Supplies
Gravel Roads
STG Patch/Hot Bit
Bridges/Rail/Culvert
Contracts (Mowing/Tree Removal)
Street Signs Maintenance
Total Road Maintenance

2568.39
10086.13
110796.66
3942.75
6900.00
2513.72

136807.65

ROAD IMPROVEMENTS

Pond Hill Road
Beauty Hill Road/Rt. 125
Wood Road
Total Road Improvements

117310.31
8184.33
47992.78
173487.42

HIGHWAY WINTER

Operating Supplies (Salt & Sand)
Equip. Maint. (Parts/Supplies)
Contractors
Total Highway Winter

27372.71
1771.13
37516.30
66660.14

TOWN DUMP
Part Time Hourly Wages
Operating Supplies
Electric
Dues/Fees
Equipment Rental
Equipment Maint.
Contracts /Lamprey
Metal Removal
DuBois & King
Waste Management
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22260.85
596.50
921.44
183.75
3713.00
623.12
146012.24
2074.20
4479.12
19297.55

DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
ENCUMBRANCES

&

1990 CONT.

Recycling

5285.68

Total Town Dump

205447.45

SWAINS DAM

Swains Dam Registration Fee
Swains Dam Improvements /Contracts
Total Swains Dam

220.00
11780.00
12000.00

HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Part Time Hourly Wages
Postage
Telephone
Conferences/Training
Mileage/Expenses
Dues & Fees
Rural Dist.Health/CAP/WRC/LHC

Total Health Department

400.00
30.00
90.00
250.00
200.00
10.00
30112.50

31092.50

BARRINGTON EMERGENCY MEDICAL
Office Supplies
Postage
Operating Supplies
Gas
Heating Gas & Oil
Electric
Telephone
Conferences/Training
Equipment & Vehicle Maint.
Building Maintenance
Contracts-Dispatching Services
Equipment
Total Barrington Emergency Med.
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78.50
57.35
1500.38
324.35
523.85
632.16
1747.95
985.92
1115.40
184.45
1500.00
1665.98

10316.29

DETAIIiED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS &

ENCUMBRANCES
1990 CONT.

ANIMAL CONTROL
Operating Supplies

95.77

Total Animal Control

95.77

GENERAL ASSISTANCE
Part time Hourly Wages
Conferences/Training
Mileage/Expenses
Gen. Assist. /Food/Rent/Utilities

Total General Assistance

5338.29
100.00
161.07
22336.59

27935.95

LIBRARY
Part Time Hourly Wages
Operating Supplies
Postage
Books/Magazines
Telephone
Conferences/Training
Book & Equipment Maint.
Contracts/Audio/Visual Co-Op Etc.
Advertising/Public Relations
Capital Equipment

22397.40
624.50
148.51
8247.49
578.85
428.00
118.00
100.00
250.00
2365.80
35258.55

Total Library

PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
500.00

Patriotic Purposes
Total Patriotic Purposes

500.00

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Postage
Conferences/Training
69

15.90
10.20

DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
ENCUMBRANCES
1990 CONT.

&

45.68

Printing
Total Budget Committee

71.78

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
999.00
297.96
38.95
135.00
55.00
175.00
180.95

Part Time Hourly Wages
Office Supplies
Postage
Legal
Conferences/Training
Dues/Fees
Equipment

Total Conservation Commission

1881.86

DEBT SERVICE

Interest/Tax Anticipation Notes

40437.50

40437.50

Total Debt Service

PAYROLL INSURANCE EXPENSE
Fica
Medicare/Police
Workers Compensation
Unemployment Compensation
N.H. Retirement
Health Insurance

27473.90
2625.06
30388.74
1940.94
16227.54
50279.61

Total Payroll Insurance

128935.79

*********************************************
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

1693710.09
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DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
ENCUMBRANCES

&

1990 CONT.

ARTICLES IN WARRANT
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art

#21
#19
#18
#17
#10
#22
#24
#26
#23

Revaluation
50000.00
Dump Truck Complete
59049.71
Fire Truck Capital Reserve 10000.00
Cardiac Montr .Defibrillator 7000.00
Recycling 89 Carryover
3886.88
Swains Lake Dam
4000.00
Industrial Development
849.65
Renovation Elem. School
109870.39
Conservation Fund
27213.02

Total Warrant Articles

271869.65

*********************************************
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
& WARRANT ARTICLE

1965579.74

•****•*•••••*******••*•************•***••****
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ABBREVIATED REVENUE REPORT
1990

TAXES

Property Tax Warrants
Yield Tax Warrants
Land Use Change Tax Warrants
Betterment Tax Warrant
Interest on Deliquent Taxes
Bank Fees
Total Taxes

LICENSES

&

6058015.00
13677.25
19322.90
1877.65
139716.25
215.00
6232824.05

PERMITS

Motor Vehicle Permits
Dog Licenses
Building Permits
Fines, Permits & Fees
Total Licenses

&

395953.50
1783.00
28863.00
2068.00

Permits

428667.50

INTERGOVERNMENTAL
State Shared Revenue
Highway Block Grant
Railroad Tax
Federal Forest Lands
Industrial Study Grant
Total Intergovernmental

171854.69
85929.57
138.58
3.73
8000.00

265926.57

CHARGES FOR SERVICE
Police Dept. Income
Town Office Income
Ambulance Income
Zoning Board Income
Planning Board Income
Dump-Septage Income
Recycling Revenue
Misc. Revenue
Total Charges for Service
73

1772.88
718.02
4054.74
3025.00
12110.00
11141.50
2864.78
39121.90

74808.82

CONT, ABBREVIATED REVENUE REPORT
1990

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest Income
Insurance Dividends
Sale of Town Property

Total Misc. Revenue

73262.88
2679.90
1501.00
77443.78

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Swain Dam Savings
Withdrawals From Capital
Reserve
Cemetery Fund
Conservation Savings
Total Other Financing
Sources

4000.00

26180.39
13759.17
4986.82

48926.38

7128597.10

Total Revenues
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TAX COLLEXJIOR'S PEPORT
FORM MS-61

Sutmiary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended Decerter 31, 1990 -

Page 1/|;>
(June 30, 1991)

City /Town of tBAliRINGTON
DR.

Uncollected Taxes -Beginning
of Fiscal Year
(1)
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Qiange Tax
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
opGcial AsaesmGnb
bctbeniieiiL

1991

.Levies of.
1990

Prior

^009105.65
9020.00
40129.00
>OU75.6'3

773. IS

tax

Taxes Ccmnitted to Collector:
Property Taxes
$
Resident Taxes
National Bcink Stock....
Land Use Change Tax. ...
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rent
Other Utilities:
Betterment Tax

6057594.00

621.00

13677.2'j

1466.00
1077.91

1077. 6-3

Added Taxes:
Property Taxes.
Resident Tcixes.

Overpayments:
(2)
a/c Property Taxes....
a/c Resident Taxes....
a/c Current use
....
'

3749.04

!^202.07

15.10

Interest Collected on
Delinquent Taxes . . .

0097.05

96470.26

Penalties Collected on
Resident Tcixes

6104910^^

Total Debits

75

1267001.60

FORM MS-61

City/lbwn of;

TAX OOLLBCTOR'S REPORT
Sumnary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1990 n/lUniNCTON

CR.

Page 2/#5
(Jxine 30,

1991)

FXDRM

MS-61

TAX CXDLLBCTOR'S REPOFiT
Sunmary of Tax Sales/Tax Lien Accounts
Page 3/#<3
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1990 - (June 30, 1991)

City /Town of : M17RTWGT0N
DR.
. .

.Tax Sale /Lien on Account of Levies of
1989
1988
Prior

Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
of Fiscal Year :
Taxes Sold/Executed To Town
During Fiscal Year:

Subsequent Taxes

214??0.97

$

$

$

440^0.23

476;500.43

Pciid:

Interest Collected After
Sale/Lien Execution:

16067.44

4004.24

14?12.94

Redenption Cost:

,
?

Total Debits

400?04.67

^

$

230390.41

30363.17

CR.

Renittance to Treas\irer
During Fiscal Yeeur:
Redemptions

$100433.62

$103326.22

4004.24

16067.44

14312.94

2074.33

2607.34

2900.10

100313.37

63.77

Interest and Cost
after Salfe

Abatanents During

$41004.36

Yeau:

Deeded to Town During Year
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year

364992.46

Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes
Unremitted Cash

Total Credits

$

400304.67
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230396. S7

.S036^).17

Do you know where this is located in Barrington? If Not, you
can find out by purchasing your 1991 - 1993 Barrington
The calendar is on sale at the town office and
Calendar.
with many local merchants.

>/

PHOTO BY PETER J. BUONO
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IV.

REPORTS OF TOWN OFFICERS, AGENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT
the Town Manager
In
form of
1990,
rescinded at the annual Town
government was
Meeting. That act returned all administrative
responsibilities to the Board of Selectmen.
They sought to delegate some of these duties
to a chief administrative officer and hired
an Executive Administrator in September of
1990.
In simple terms, the difference in
these positions
lies
in
the
origins of
authority. The Town Managers' powers are derived directly from State Law (RSA Chapter
The Executive Administrator is granted
37).
authority by the Board of Selectmen. Therefore, the Selectmen have more responsibility
and control over
all
the administrative
functions of the town.

One of the major responsibilities of this
position is to act as a liaison amongst the
boards, commissions, and department heads.
In December an "All Boards" meeting was held
to discuss the need for communication and cooperation amongst our elected and appointed
officials.
Although the meeting received
mixed review, the consensus was that these
meetings should occur on a quarterly basis
and the next All Boards meeting was scheduled
for February 18, 1991.
In addition, citizens may come to me to
express any concern or they may be referred
by
the
Selectmen.
Other
areas
of
responsibility include analysis of various
basic
administrative
functions,
such
as
personnel
management,
risk
management
(insurance) and financial management.

Also, in 1990 the Town offices were
relocated to the Middle School Annex.
This
project,
though
over-budget
(explanation
attached) ,
has provided needed space for
various town functions. The move allowed the
80

;

Ambulance, Library and Police Department to
expand or relocate.
The goals outlined by the Selectmen for
1991 are:
(1)
(2)

(3)

Review of the Personnel Plan
(including wages and benefits);
Exploration of solutions to Solid
Waste Management Issues (especially
septic waste)
Assist the Planning Board to up-date
the Capital Improvement Program.

In an effort to utilize the expertise of
volunteers in our community, your comments,
suggestions, or inquiries on the above or any
other municipal concern are welcome at any

time.

Respectfully submitted.
Michael W. Parda
Executive Administrator
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MEMO TO;
FROM;
RE;

DATE;

Board of Selectmen

Michael W. Parda

Town Hall Renovations Project
February

4,

1991

Shortly after my arrival in September 1990, I projected the total
cost of this project to be $138,800.00. Upon further review with
the architect, contractors, and Town personnel, the total revised
will
be
through
1991
project
estimate
to
complete
the
approximately $149,000.00.
This increase from the orginal appropriation of $75,000 dollars
can be attributed to three factors.
First, the handicap access as orginally proposed would not
have met Federal and State Regulations without significant redesign and would have provided accessibility to only one of four
floors
Second, a new design was proposed to provide more efficient
use of the available space. And thirdly, there were several
unanticipated expenses.

A look at Appendix A will show that the total expenses to date to
be $109,870.39.
The detail provides a snapshot as to why this
has occurred. As mentioned above, the handicap access lift has
been re-designed to be able to access all four floors of the
building.
As such, $5,200 dollars was spent to prepare the
existing stairwell to accommodate the new lift.
The overages in
labor and materials for building, plumbing,
and electrical
services are basically due to redesigning of the space.
The
original concept was to refinish all the existing surfaces
(floors,
walls,
ceilings)
and new bathroom
add new doors
fixtures.
However, re-design relocated and replaced existing
walls calling for some structural engineering and changes in
electrical
and
more
plumbing
layouts
to
use
our
space
efficiently.
Air conditioning cost changed significantly upon
further review.
The
orginal
concept
had
individual
air
conditoning units mounted in office windows.
However, with
review it was determined that the actual costs to re-fit
the windows to accept this kind of unit and the amount of area
requiring climatatic control could be more efficiently dealt with
through centralized air conditioning.
The capital cost of fire
and security alarm changes were on target.
The cost of a new
telephone system came in under budget.
In the contingency line,
several costs are included: computer relocation, interior signs,
and the cost of disposing of some of our waste.
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The above represents approximately a $34,000 overage from the
orginal 1990 appropriation.
This overage was covered by surplus
available from the total appropriations of 1990.
As can be seen in Appendix A, we need an additional $39,000 to
complete this project in 1991.
Under our current direction, we
need $31,000 to complete the handicap lift. The remaining $8,000
would complete interior counters and shelves, air conditioning
installation, and provide money for outdoor signs and cover other
minor adjustments.
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TOWN SUPPLEMENT
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
L
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00 0006220
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SERVICES DIVISION

Barrington Town
Bd of Selectraen

Barrington

ANNUAL CITY/TOWN
FINANCIAL REPORT
R.S.A. CHAPTER 21-J
(For the Year Ending December 31,1 990;
June 30, 1991)

{Please correct

any error

State

Data supplied in this report will be used by the New
Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration,
State Agencies and public interest groups, and by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census. Your government will no
longer receive Census Bureau forms F-21 or F-22.

ii

off

,

PLEASE

Department of Revenue Administration

RETURN
COMPLETED
FORM TO

Municipal Services Division

PO Box 457
Concord, NH 03302-0457
Telephone: (603) 271 -3397

TAXES (ALL FUNDS) - MODIFIED ACCRUAL BASIS
A.

address, ar^d ZIP Code!

New Hampshire

Amount — Omit cents

TAXES
1

,

—

Property taxes committed

Current year

a.

Property tax rate break for county

b.

Properly tax rate break for schools

2. Property taxes

—

Collected

in

advan

4. Resident taxes

—

Collected

in

adva

(

1

6,058,015

990)

19,323

committed — Current year

5. National bank stock taxes

litled

7. Interest

-

(

1

990)

Current year (1990)

13,677

140,216

and penalties on taxes

8. Tax sales redeemed

9. lyiotor vehicle permit fees

10.

B.

TOTAL

LICENSES
1.

Dog

AND PERMITS

licenses

2. Business licenses, permits

3. All other licenses, permits

4.

TOTAL

and

and

filing

fee

28,814

fe

•

PLEASE CONTINUE ON PAGE 2 WITH PART II

IZIOHI
A.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - ALL FUNDS

FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
1

.

Federal grants lor education

ALL FUNDS - Continued
Exclude transfers.
11. School receipts, including tuition from pupils

ALL FUNDS
MODIFIED ACCRUAL BASIS
Report psynwnts to other governments

in

part XI only.

Continued
Report payments to other governments

in

pan XI only.

Continued

Report payments to other governments in part XI only.

Continued
Report payments to other governments

in

part XI only.

liQZJLI^I

DEBT OUTSTANDING, ISSUED, AND RETIRED

)

(As of

December 31,1 990; June 30, 1 991

All land and buildings acquired through Tax Collector's Deeds at 1982 values.

Trickey lot
Land N/S Route 126
Long Shores Drive Lot 431
Province Road
Stackpole Lot
N/S Long Shores D-63
N/S Long Shores D-99
S/S Berry River Rd., Lot 246
S/S Berry River Rd., Lot 55
N/S Long Shores D-32 & D-33
Holiday Shores 21/1
N/S Long Shores D-57
S/E Smoke St.
Tolend Road
N/S Berry River Rd. Lot 82
Long Shore Lot 466
Berry River Rd. Lots 64 & 65
S/S Berry River Rd., Lot 248
Route 202 & Pond Hill Rd.
Route 202 S/S
S/S Granville Dr
Berry River Rd. Lot 253

10,550
13,650
1,350
9,100
3,850
2,200
1,750
1,500
4,500
3,450
3,700
2,350
6,050
11,650
2,150
3,300
3,350
1,500
6,450
1,000
2,400
2,850

98,650

BALANCE SHEET
Modified Accrual Basis of Accounting

BALANCE SHEET

2

.

RECONCILIATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT LIABILITY

1

.

2.

3.

4.

School

district liability at

ADD:

School

district

the beginning of the municipality's year

assessment

for current year

TOTAL LIABILITY WITHIN CURRENT YEAR
SUBTRACT:

Payments made

to school district within the

municipality's year

5.

School

district liability at the

end of the municipality's year

CERTIFICATION
This

is

official

to certify that the information contained in this report
records and is complete to the best of our knowledge

was taken from
and

belief.

Telephone

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Three copies of this report are sent to each city. Selectmen, treasurer and tax collector are
expected to cooperate in making out this report. When made out, one copy should be returned to
the Department of Revenue Administration and one copy should be placed on file among the city
records. The third copy is for use in preparing the annual printed report for the voters.

WHEN TO FILE: (R.S.A. 21-J)

1

.

For cities/towns reporting on a calendar year basis,
must be filed on or before April 1 1991.

this report

,

year
2. For cities/towns reporting on an
basis (fiscal year ending June 30, 1991), this report
must be filed on or before September 1 1 991
optional fiscal
,

WHERE TO

FILE

Department of Revenue Administration
State of New Hampshire
Municipal Services Division
61 S. Spring Street

PO Box 457
Concord,

FORMF 65(MS

5) (1

NH

03302-0457

Page
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SCHOOL DISTRICT SUPPLEMENT

File-:

B-TRY-2.uikl

Page

1

PROPOSED 1991-92 BUDGET
BHRRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Votod
99-90
Total
lOOO Instr-uction
1100 Peg. Program
Salar is<s
1102 Twachers
1104 Ridss
1202 Subs/Tutors

B»n©f its

2110
2220
2240
2300
2120

Hoalth Ins.
Fmploye© Retii
Retirement St
FICH
D«?ntal

Ins.

*8e0.229

Exp«ridc'd

89-90

Expended
89-90
Middle/High

*18, 167

$^111,956
«25,9?'1

S'laa.sii
«1 0,674

*17,000

*e, 171

S:l2.'=191

v^oted

1

B-TRY-2.uk

Page 3

F'ROPOSED 1991-92 BUDGET
BflRRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT

Expended
89-90

Voted
89-90
Total
1000 INST. SUMMFIRV
1100 RES. TOTRL
1200 SPEC. ED. TOTRL
MOO OTHER TOTRL
1000 INSTRUCTION TOTALS

S:2.31'<1,

Elom.

126

*610,571
$11,769
12, 936, 165

2000 SUPPORT SERVICES
2110 - Httendancs
3300 Consus Taker
2110 Htt»ndanco Total
2120 Guidance
1102 Guid. Salary
3200 R(;h. Test
6100 Supplies
6300 Twxtbooks
7110 Equipment
2120 Guidance Total
2130 Health
1103 Nurse Salary
Nurses Hide
1 104
3100 Staff Phys.
6100 Health Supplies
7100 Repairs
6300 Books
610D Periodicals
3100 Dues

2130 Health Total
2110 Supp. Spec. Education
3300 SLC Membership
3300 Occ. Ther./Phys Ther
3300 Psych. Eval.
3300 Preschool Diagnostic
2110 Supp. Spec. Ed. Total

$61,912

S551,376
$225,833
s2,oao

Expend&d
89-90
Middle/High

$1,635,652
$362,099
$9,597

$2,007,343

Voted
90-91
Elcm.

Filo: B-TP'
F'K'OPOSED

1991-92 EilJDGET
BRRRINSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT

Expend&d
89-90

Expended
39-90
Middle/ High

Elem.

2150 Sp©.=oh
1102 Spisoch Ser-v
1102 Stipends

6100 Supplies
2150

Spee..;;h

$24, 100

$500
$200

TOTAL

Staff Ser-'/icos
2210 Improv. of Ins.
2?n0 Course Reim.
3200 Staff D*v.
3201 In-Servi.re Da.j
3202 SllS.
22 lU Imp.
!220 Ed.

Inst.

TOTAL

SIO.OOO
«5.550
SO

$'=1,9'15

$15,550

$7,030

$2,095
«0
$0

$1,945
$2,085

Voted

1

E-TRy-2.wkl
F^ROPOSEO

Paye 5
1

99:1

-32 EiUDGET

BHRRINGTON SiCHOQL DISTRICT
Voted
8'T

1105 S.D. Elect. Otfioer^
11D5 S.. D. Se-cretar-ij
aSrjO

Attorney

3800 N<5qotiatot5^00 Htdv. /Legal Notices
5500 Soh. Dist. Report
SaOO D:ist. Officer:! Exps
8100 Sahl Bd. Rssoc
2310 Sch.

Eird.

Expended
89-90
Middle/ High

Zxp-eriijcd

89-90

-90

Elem.

Toiffll

$125

* 1 09

|;",'20

«27'0

* 1 , 300

$275

SO

$0

$0

$2 GOO

$828
*127
3362

*823
$127
$362
$1,087

,

S/00
$550
$1,976

1,087

TOTRL

$6,876

2320 Superintendent

3510 SHU Expenses
2320

iter.dent TOTAL

SCHOOL ADM INST.
1101 Principal Salary
1102 R:5st. to Prinoipal
1 102 Sub Coordinator

$178. 661

$39,3 30

$178, 66

$89,3 30

2'MIO

llO-^l

32O0
1400
4520
5310
5320
5330
5800
6100
8100
8900

Socretary Saliary
WorkBhop/Confc-rence
Off. Equip.
Off. Rental

Telephone
Postage
fltJiTan. Printinq
Travel
Off ice Suppl.

,

-(00

$ 1 500
,

$ 1 , 000

$500

$46, 173

$11, 000

$500
$1,500
$225

TOTHL

$463
$0

$1, 155

$3,422
$550
$969
$117
$605
$402

$300

$0

$9, 100

$1,000
$1,700
$350
$ 1 300
,

Dues
Srad. Expense
Pr-of.

2410 SCHOOL flOMINIST.

seo

$39,330

Voted

Pag© 6

B-TF;V-2.ukl

PROPOSED 1991-92 EIUDBET
BHRRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT

2510 Oper.

/ Ha int.

Plant

Voted

-TRY-2.u.|<l

Pag» ?

PROPOSED 1991-92 BUDGET
BRRRINSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Voted
89-90
Total

2900 Benefits
2110 H«?alth

$59, 172

$13,490

21-40 Wr-kmns.

2210 Employ.
2220 ErnploM.
2 30D FICH
2600 Un&inpl.
2600 Orental

-of.
:.n-Prof .
Cofnp,

2900 B*nerit3 TOTRL

* 1,615
S3, 909
$29,313
$500
$1,283

$109,312

;:<p«ncJ«

Voted

File.:

8-TRY-2.ukl

Pags' 8

PROPOSED 199.1-92 BUDGET
BflRRINGTCIN SCHOOL DISTRICT
Voted
99-90
Total
BUDGET SUMMHRY
1000 Instructional
2000 Support Total
^000 Fao/nc/Cn Total
5000 Othst- Outlays Total

GENERAL FUND TOTAL

«782,289
$502,582
$0

$0

$M2.490

$72,745

$72,745

$7,347,773

$1,357,616

$2,652,854

$73,896
$5,653
$1,500
$6,620
$6,609
$91,785
$2,400
$1,500
$1,500
$6,878

2560 Food Sorv. TOTHL

«1
t»2

- Paving
- Capital

$50,000

Reserve
$7,596,114
$3,545,522

DISTRICT ASSESSMENT

$4,050,592

$2,007,348
$772,761

$72,751
$5,524
$2,425
$4,995
$5,521
$9 3,641
$0
$45
$88
$4,435

$189,624

$198,341

$7,347,773
$198,341

ESTIMATED REVENUES

TOTAL BUDGET

39-90
Middle/Hiqh

Elo.n.

$2,980,000

.

Warrant Article
Warrant Article

Expendied

89-90

«2,936,'1&5
t 1,268, 818

2560 Food S.srvicc
1109 Lunch Wor-ks-rs Sal.
2 3O0 FICH
4400 Sor on Equip..
5130 Tr-anjjportation
6100 Supplies
6200 Food/Milk
6570 Propane Gas
7400 Equipment
8900 Misc.
2900 Benefits

GENERAL FUND TOTHL
FOOD SERVICE TOTAL
FED. PROJ. FUND TO
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROP.

Expands-d

$1,357,616

$2,852,654
$189,624

Moted

ROAD AGENTS REPORT
1990
In 1990, the Town appropriated $518,551 for
highway maintenance summer and winter and
designated road improvements. $521,030 was
expended and $5,449.56 reimbursements were
received primarily from the betterment
assessment account leaving $2,970.15 in
unexpended balance. $82,644.65 was received
from the State Highway Block Grant Aid, this
amount is applied toward the total highway
budget appropriation and is not in addition
to it.

A new 1990 International Dump Truck
purchased equipped with hydraulics,
plows and slide in hydraulic sander
1990 Warrant Article #16 at a total

was
mounted
under the
cost of

$59,049.71.

The highway crew and contractors accomplished
all scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
including grading, raking, graveling, mowing
brush, sweeping, patching, shimming, sealing,
street sign installation, pavement stripping,
culvert and basin installation and cleaning,
ditching, tree removal, equipment and shed
maintenance, dump maintenance (burning brush,
packing & loading bulk bins), hauling, mixing
salt & sand, plowing, sanding, and responding
to transportation situations as necessary all
within the 1990 appropriation.

Projects including reconstruction improvements to Wood Road and Pond Hill Road were
also accomplished.
Highway Department personnel consists of four
full time persons including the road agent
who are charged with the care, maintenance
and improvement of 60 miles of Class V Town
Roads.
The highway barn was built in 1984
and is located on Smoke St. next to the
transfer station. We are equipped with three
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front line diesel fueled trucks,
(1985,1988,1990) each with plows and
Sander, one 1987 4WD 3/4Ton pickup truck with
plow, one old CAT 12 grader, one JD 410B
backhoe loader and one 1979 gas fueled
dump truck used as backup and to haul the
water tank during the summer.

For 1991 the Highway Department has proposed
a maintenance only budget with minor exceptions such as improvements to the Young Road
causeway in the interest of safety. The proposed appropriations are concentrated to the
maintenance of the paved/tarred roads and
away from road improvements to catch up with
the shim and seal program without increasing
the bottom line appropriation significantly.

Under the warrant article we are asking for
$12,000 in the capitol reserve account for
the rental/purchase of a loader/backhoe to
replace the JD 410B when that in fact becomes
necessary.
The Town accepted 1.20 miles of road in 1990
bringing the Class V Road inventory to 60.88
miles; 11.76 miles of which are gravel.

Respectfully Submitted,
Ronald Landry
Road Agent
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HARRINGTON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
REPORT TO THE TOWN
At the Town Meetings in 1987 and 1989, voters
instructed the Planning Board and the
Selectmen to eimend the necessary ordinances
needed to attract industry to Harrington.
The Harrington Industrial Development
Committee was appointed by the Selectmen to
assist.

Since industry is commonly located in an
industrial park, the committee determined
that the most suitable location must be found
to site such a park.
Feeling that technical
assistance was needed, and due to the fact no
funds were available to conduct a thorough
study, a Federal Grant was applied for and
received.
The Strafford Regional Planning Commission,
and its Agent, Rob Housemen, have conducted
the study using an exhaustive list of
criteria needed to protect the Town's
environment and rural character. We have
worked as closely as possible with the
Selectmen, the Planning Hoard, and the
Conservation Commission to gather input and
guidance.

Rob Houseman and the Strafford Regional
Planning Commission, with the assistance of
the above Hoards, have done an excellent job
of conducting the study and preparing the
Planning and Zoning Regulations for voters
approval, by ballot, in March.
The Committee feels that passage of the
legislation, by voter, is critical so the
Town can continue to provide the necessary
services, quality education, and job
opportunities for our residents.

George Calef, Chairman
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1990 REPORT OF FIRE DEPARTMENT

The Barrington Fire Department responded to
135 emergency calls during 1990 consisting of
8 structure fires, 6 vehicle fires, 8 chimney
fires, 17 fire alarm activations, 45 motor
vehicle accidents, 3 wood fires, 8 illegal
outside burning, 4 propane leaks, 1 drowning,
1 lost person, and 25 miscellaneous, i.e.
wires down etc. We received mutual aid on 3
occasions and responded to 12 requests for
assistance to other towns or cities.

A new 1000 gallon poly propylene tank was
installed in the 1978 pumper.
The telephone number is the fire alarm and
emergency line only. The Dispatch center at
Durham cannot provide answers for Fire
Department business.

We appreciate the efforts of all who have
supported our activities with materials,
money, time and cooperation.

Sumner Hayes, Fire Chief
The Volunteer Fire Department and Fireman's
Association has been active for many years.
Their dedication to volunteer fire service
has shown that they are an outstanding
example of active participation of civic
responsibility. The Fire Department has
between 15 and 25 members and hundreds of
volunteers have been involved over the years
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
During Calendar Year 1990, the State of New
Hampshire experienced an average number of
wildfires. The three leading causes of these
wildfires were fires kindled without a fire
permit from the Forest Fire Warden, permit
fires that escaped control and rekindled
fires. All of these fires are preventable,
but ONLY with your help.

Please help your town and state forest fire
officials with forest fire prevention. New
Hampshire State Law (RSA 224:27 II) requires
that, "No person, firm or corporation shall
kindle or cause to be kindled any fire or
burn or cause to be burned any material in
the open, except when the ground is covered
with snow, WITHOUT FIRST OBTAINING A WRITTEN
FIRE PERMIT FROM THE FOREST FIRE WARDEN OF
THE TOWN WHERE THE BURNING IS TO BE DONE."

Violations of RSA 224:27 II and the other
burning laws of the State of New Hampshire
are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to
$1,000 and/or a year in jail and you are also
liable for all fire suppression costs.
The State of New Hampshire, Division of
Forests and Lands assisted many towns in
wildland fire suppression during 1990,
including a 262 acre fire in Moultonboro and
several fires in Hooksett.
In 1990, the New Hampshire Division of
Forests and Lands trained 844 local Wardens
and Deputy Wardens in the Incident Command
System (ICS), an incident management system
for all types of emergencies.
In 1991,
Wardens will be trained in the use of Class A
foam in wildfire suppression.
If you have any questions regarding New
Hconpshire forest fire laws, please contact
89

your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest
Ranger, or the Division of Forests and Lands
at 271-2217.

FOREST FIRE STATISTICS
STATE
# OF FIRES
ACRES BURNED

489
473

DISTRICT

-

1990

HARRINGTON

53
34

5

1/2

Lee Gardner, Forest Ranger
Sumner A. Hayes, Forest Fire Warden

The Deputy Fire Wardens and the Barrington
Fire Department wish to express our sincere
appreciation to Sumner Hayes for 38 years as
Fire Warden. We will continue to strive to
maintain his level of excellence and
dedication.
FIRE PERMIT RULES AND REGULATIONS
WINTER MONTHS: no written permit is required
to kindle a fire if adequate snow cover is
present at the burn site. However, a phone
call to a warden or deputy warden is
requested.

ALL OTHER SEASONS:
1.
NO BURNING IS ALLOWED UNLESS IT IS
RAINING.
2.
WRITTEN PERMITS ARE REQUIRED BEFORE
KINDLING ANY FIRE.
PERMITS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE FOLLOWING:
FIRE WARDEN
DEPUTY WARDEN
DEPUTY WARDEN

RUSSELL BASSETT
HARLAN CALEF
GEORGE CALEF

664-2971
664-2232
664-2471

PLEASE DO NOT CALL THE FIRE DEPARTMENT FOR A
FIRE PERMIT.
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER'S REPORT 1990

Garages 13
Deck/Porch 13
Shed 7
Electrical 5
Miscellaneous

New homes 56
Replacement homes
Commercial 3
Additions 17
Renovations 10
End of year valuations:

7,081,250

Fees:

17

28,792

It's that time of year again for department reports.
Even though in many surrounding towns and cities
there was a large decline of construction or building, Harrington remained fairly stable as far as new
construction. We thank everyone for their cooperation
and understanding. A friendly reminder: the purpose
of the codes is to provide standards for the protection of life, limb, health, property, environment,
and for the safety and welfare of the consumer,
general public, and the owners and occupants of
buildings. Building safety is no accident. Consult
your local building department before you begin any
construction project. Be smart, build safe.

Respectfully,

n

0^^^^^
^gik

CMj:^^"Theodo/e J. Buczek
Code Enforcement Officer
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REPORT OF THE HARRINGTON CORNERSTONES
VOLUNTEERS

Barrington was one of 13 towns chosen to
participate in the Community Cornerstones
Project sponsored by the Governor's
Commission on NH in the 21st Century. This
project asks a town or city to identify 21
key "cornerstones" that the town will commit
itself to preserving into the 21st century.
The goal of the project is to preserve the
traditional elements of the NH community
environment
Barrington residents were surveyed this
summer via the mail to obtain as much input
The
as possible in this selection process.
photo display that has been shown around town
vividly and accurately captures the spirit of
Barrington. A full report of the project and
our meeting minutes is available at the
library.
We have been, are, and will be an active and
enthusiastic group of non-political
volunteers with the following purposes:
a.
Maintain and enhance the community
character (natural and cultural) of
Barrington.
b.
Encourage community volunteers.
c.
Promote civic responsibility.
d.
Heighten pride in the Barrington
community.
If you are interested in joining our group,
contact us at either PO Box 545, Barrington
or call Bob Edmonds at 942-5166 (nights),
862-2619 (days)
We meet once a month for no
more than 2 hours. We're a fun group and we
always try to bring refreshments!
.
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD

The Planning Board met thirty six times
during 1990. Thirteen meetings were held
with subdividers and Site Review applicants.
Nine subdivisions were approved creating
fifty six lots.
Four site review hearings
were held.

The Planning Board worked on proposed
subdivision and zoning changes. The
Barrington Industrial Development Committee
presented the Board with a draft of an
industrial park ordinance. The Board
supports this addition to the Zoning
Ordinance. A prime wetlands designation
ordinance was presented by the Conservation
Commission which the Board also supports.
The Planning Board will use the services of
Strafford Regional Planning Commission this
year to work on the goals we have set for
ourselves. An updating of the Capital
Improvement Program will be a major project
for 1991. This project requires the cooperation and input of all boards,
departments and the schools to establish the
long range planning and preparing for capital
improvements and needs of the Town.

Even in these times of economic slowdown,
Barrington continued to grow, hopefully, some
of the growth will become commercial and
industrial that will help the tax base.
Taxes continue to be a great concern to all
of us and it is hoped residences and
business/industry can co-exist and still
retain the "rural character" of Barrington
which is the wish of the majority of the
residents.
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We wish to thank Ron Landry for the support
he lends the Board and all other citizens.
Boards and Commissions that have volunteered
their time to make our work easier and more
efficient.
I, as Chairman want to thank the
Board members for their support and
commitment to a job well done this past year

Dawn Hatch, Chairman
Barrington Planning Board
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Salvatore Farina, Health Officer
63 Al Wood Drive
Harrington, NH 03825
664-9079

Health Officer Report for 1990:
This year has been a busy one for your Health
Officer. As the town has grown so have the
number of calls that I have received in
regards to various health problems.

would want to thank the parties involved
for their cooperation in solving the health
problems that were encountered. Most of the
problems were solved in short order. There
were a few that I had to make numerous calls
and with a threat of a letter from the towns
attorney.
I

As I view the health of the town over all, I
feel that we are headed in the right
direction. Let us all cooperate and in the
long run we will all benefit.
Sincerely,

Salvatore
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Farina

Town Forester's Report
As this is my first report to the town,
thought I'd introduce myself and my posiMy name is Sue Baumann, and I have
tion.
I was
a BS and MS in forestry from UNH
My
sworn in as forester June 18, 1990.
duties include checking all logging operations in Barrington to make sure laws are
I work closely with the state
followed.
forester assigned to this county.
Since June 18th, I have received 38
These operations
intent to cut forms.
involved about 550 acres of property.
I get the most calls asking about the
intent to cut forms.
So I'd like to take
this opportunity to say that an intent to
cut form needs to be filled out whenever any
landowner cuts and sells or gives away any of
his timber.
(These forms are available at
town hall.)
A landowner usually doesn't
have to fill out this form if he cuts for his
own use 10,000 bd.ft. of lumber of less or
cuts 20 cords of wood or less.
I have a low profile since I work in the
woods and don't have an office at town hall.
(I didn't even get a free Barrington hat!)
However, I'm always available to answer your
questions.
Feel free to call me at home.
I

.

Sue Baumann
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RECYCLING REPORT FOR 1990

Voluntary recycling began in Harrington in
late January, 1990. Materials which have
been recycled include aluminum cans, soda
bottle plastic (PET) milk and laundry
plastic containers (HDPE), newspaper, and
glass (green, brown, and clear jar and bottle
containers)
,

Materials which have not as yet been
attempted include tin cans (as one might get
when one buys canned fruit and vegetables
magazines (the gloss is not compatible with
the newsprint materials), and corrugated
cardboard.
)

A grant was written and submitted to the
State of New Hampshire to get matching funds
for a baler and for a waste oil burner.
The
waste oil must be kept free of contaminants
(no antifreeze or other liquids)
The baler
will allow for the marketing of plastics
which, through 1990, were mostly given away
to keep them from being sent to the Durham
incinerator. Cardboard and tin will also be
investigated with the baler making those
materials at least a bit easier to market.
.

The recycling effort has been operated with
an extra person on the payroll so that the
recycling center would be open during the
same hours that the transfer station is open.
The balance of the labor has been supplied
with volunteers. Unfortunately, that cost
savings has been provided with only about
three persons sharing most of the load.
Other costs include rental of the tubs,
shipping costs, of the tubs when full, and
incidental heat and operating supplies.
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Tonnages and approximate revenues are as
follows:
Item

Tonnage

35.5
Glass
Alum. est. 3.5
Plas. est. 3.0
Newsprt. 37.9

THE BARRINGTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

1990 was a busy and productive year for the
Barrington Police Department. Calls For Service rose
to 3700+ with each incident requiring more time
committed to resolve. The caseload has grown to the
point that solvable cases may not be resolved due to
Budget constraints will only make the
time delays.
situation worse as additional manpower requests were
deleted by the Board of Selectmen.
1987
712 CFS

1988

1989

2766 CFS

3231

1990

CFS

3716 CFS

In an effort to improve service to the community,
the department has reviewed our goals and redefined
our objectives. We need input from the public in
order to insure that we are providing the services
the community desires.
We also need assistance from
the public to determine which services may be deleted
as demand increases and manpower allocations remain
unchanged.

During 1990, the police department addressed its
need for new facilities. After the Town Offices
moved to the Barrington Middle School Annex, the
police officers renovated the old Selectmen's Office
and transformed it into a police station.
We take
great pride in our new facility and invite the public
to come and see it.
It is the department's continuing goal to render
efficient and professional service to the community.
The department encourages anyone with questions or
concerns with which we may assist, to contact us.
The department will better serve the community needs
with community participation and input.

Respectfully submitted,
Richard P. Conway
Chief of Police
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REPORT OF EMS COORDINATOR

Ambulance runs from January 1, 1990 to
December 31, 1990 totaled 159. Back up
service is still provided by Frisbie Memorial
Hospital Ambulance, Benoit Medical Service
and Strafford Rescue.

Barrington EMS Ambulance Emergency telephone
number is 664-2896. This is a direct line to
Strafford County Dispatch in Dover. This
number is to be used only for this service.

A big step in pre-hospital emergency medical
care was made with the purchase of the
defibrilator with monitor. Besides being a
def ibrilator, we can also monitor all cardiac
patients in route to the hospital for any
changes in patient status. All BEMS Members
have had defibrilator training and certified
.

in its use.

The BEMS community project this year was the
beautiful flag pole at Route 9 & 125.
Thanks to Gary Musler and Tony Maggio.
The new BEMS Directory will have four
sections this year, BEMS News, Town
Government, Emergency Medical Information and
the Official Barrington Town Road List. Also
a special section on our BEMS Volunteers.

Plans are being made for some activities in
observance of National EMS Week, May 12-18,
1991.

The Medi-Mate System is still available in
Barrington. For additional information,
contact the Coordinator, Emergency Medical
Services.

Again this year, the Christmas Tree lights
were on. Special thanks goes to Warren
Guptill, Tree Service on Hall Road for
putting the Christmas lights on the tree and
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It really makes the corner
removing them.
look beautiful thru the Christmas Season.

If anyone has suggestions, comments, or
problems about Emergency Medical Services,
please do not hesitate to contact me and I
I
will try to take care of the situation.
want the best possible pre-hospital emergency
medical care available to the resident and
visitor in Harrington, but remember Emergency
Response Begins With You
I

I wish to express my gratitude to individuals
and organizations who have in any way donated
to the BEMS and to thank them for all their
support.

Remember, in case of an emergency, use this
procedure:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

(

NOTE

)

:

Remain Calm.
Call 664-2896-Ambulance
Speak Clearly.
State your name.
Explain (medical problem).
Give your location.
Telephone number from which call is
being made.
DO NOT HANG UP FIRST.
LET THE EMS DISPATCHER HANG UP FIRST

Respectfully Submitted,
Joel W. Sherburne
Coordinator, Emergency Medical Services
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
The biggest news in a long time is that
the Library has expanded into the old Community Room, doubling the floor space which had
become terribly over-crowded. The Library was
closed for two weeks while everything was
moved into the new room; the old room was
painted, a wall moved to enlarge the office,
and a new carpet laid. New shelving, purchased
with money donated as memorial gifts over the
years, was put in the old room for children's
books while the old shelving remained in the
new room for the adult collection. Plants were
added and another study table (from the doors
which had divided the rooms)
The reaction
from the public has been very positive, and
it is a pleasure to work in relative roominess.
None of this would have been possible without the help of many people: residents Libby
Feuer, Joyce and Lena Cappiello and friend
Emily; Peter Cook, road department; former
Trustee, Barbara Hayes; Trustees, Sue Ahearn,
Colin Williams, Bill Braman, Mike Fitts, and
Wardsworth Winslow; and a friend, George M.
Littlefield, Jr. Trustee Anne Whitney has
been shelf reading since the move. Thanks to
many other patrons who volunteered but were
not called.
Library Assistant, Sandie LaForge-Morrow
left in May; she was replaced by Frances Cram.
Library Assistant, Jacky LeHoullier took a
State Library course in Reference and attended
several CHILIS meetings.
Throughout the year there were several
series of story times. The summer reading
program, "A Viking Voyage," was very popular,
as were the craft programs. At the party,
singer Bruce May and storytellers Carla Clarke
and Karen Littlefield entertained. In October
there was a Halloween party for pre-schoolers.
Classes from Good Shepard School continued to
.
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visit on a regular basis; use of the Library
by school children during school hours has
increased significantly, as has after school
use.
If you haven't seen our expanded facilities, please plan a visit. The Library
is open Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday

9:30-4:30; Monday and Wednesday evenings
7-9; and Sunday afternoon 2-^1:30. The phone
number is 664-9715.

Respectfully submitted,
Karen A.Littlefie]^,
Librarian

I
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LIBRARY STATISTICS

CIRCULATION

Historical Society Reoort

From our founding in 1^72 the -iroprams and activities of the
barrincton.Kew Hampshire Historical Society nrove challeng-inj: and
interesting.
Currently the Green Hill Chanel Association is experiencing
the legal trauma of donating its holdings to us. We shall be searchinr
The third printing o*" "A
for land on which to move the building.
History of Harrington, N.H." by Morton Wiggin is presently at the
printing press. The oociety continues to enjoy the spon'^orshiD of
the Barrington Anniversary Black Powder Shoots.
For the
In the Fall our speakers were all local oeoole.
September meeting, George busier spoke of the* New Hampshire Legislature, the renovation of the state capital roof and answered many
questions.
In October Andrea Wise gave a history of the Christmas
For our November
Dove and made one of the gifts -'Dove in a Cage',
meeting Marie Harris spoke of her travel in' Nicaragua monitoring the
voting in that country.
In December John Harr sooke of his findinpa home in the Veterans for Peace organi7ation with the aim of 'Abolishing
At present meetings are held in the Community Room at 8 PW
on the 1st Wednesday, After a gap of tvfo months the programs will
resume in the Spring.
March 6th - Raymond Turmelle of Green Hill will present a
program on the "vVhite I'/iOuntains" with slides.
April 3rd - Roger Leighton of Mt. Misery will talk of "Boundaries and People",
May l3t - Mr. A. Harlan Calef of Province Rd. will tell us of
Tell.
"Country Store Reminiscenes"along with our annual "Show
Rev.
June 5th - meeting- will be held in the Canaan Chapel.
Richard Upton of Strafford will speak of the "Free <Vill Baptist Movement"
which was founded in this area.
Maps, Books and tiles may be purchased through the Library and at
astable on voting days.

.Vs

.?-

Respectfully submitted.

Edward Beal, President
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January

6,

1991

Selectmen Town of Harrington
1990 Memorial Day Report

Expenses
John Yeaton's Band
Flowers and Wreaths
Flags and Grave Markers
TOTAL

$250.00
15.00
226 .50

491.50

Receipts
Balance 1989
Received from Town
TOTAL

7.66
500. 00

507.66
16.16

Balance on hand

Our speaker for the day was Ma j Gregory
Bender, 509th Mission Support Squad Commd. at
Pease Air Force Base.
.

He said "He regretted the fact that so few
towns still celebrate the day in a way that
focuses on Veteran's. Memorial Day is not for
thinking, but a day for feeling, it's not a
Day for facts and figures, but for
remembering real people who died for us".

The Post would like to thank everyone who
participated, and everyone who watched the
Parade and stayed for the services at the
Veteran's Memorial.

Bruce Turner, Commander
Robert V. Drew, Quartermaster
VFW Post #6804
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment sat for 20
cases and met several times during the year
with other boards and town counsel for
informative sessions. Due in part to
constructive changes in the Zoning Code as
voted in March, and the slowing economy
situation, the Zoning Board's load was cut in
half from 1989.

There were 14 Variances requested:
granted; 3 were denied; 3 voided; and
needed.

7
1

were
not

Of the 4 Special Exceptions requested:
were granted; 1 was voided; and 1 was not
needed.

2

There were 2 Appeals from Administrative
Decision:
1 was granted; 1 was denied.
There were no cases in August, November, or
December.
The one court case has been presented to
the State Supreme Court:
Their decision is
pending.
The Chairman hopes that the citizens of
Barrington realize that the members of the
Zoning Board are volunteers, giving freely
and willingly of their time and dedication to
making the best decisions they can. All
hearings are open to the public, and anyone
interested in seeing how the Board works,
should attend.

Fred Timm, after numerous years as a
devoted alternate who could be called upon
with just seconds to spare before the
meeting, found it necessary to resign. The
Board will miss Fred and the Chairman wishes
to let Fred know that nobody can supplement
his good humor and wisdom.
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The Board welcomes Karyn Forbes and expresses
its appreciation for her willingness to
serve.

BOARD MEMBERS;
Robert Shepherd

1993

Richard Brooks, Vice-Chairman
Patrick Lavoie
Maynard Heckel
Karyn Forbes

1992
1991
1994
1993

ALTERNATES ;
Dwight Haley
Roger Peters
Patricia Newhall
CLERK:

Patricia Newhall

Respectfully Submitted,
Robert Shepherd
Chairman, Board of Adjustment
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HARRINGTON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ANNUAL REPORT
Richard "Dick" Brooks - Director
Wilber Heath - Supply Officer
Sid Kotlus - Public Relations Off.
Ray Caswell, Jr - Radiological Con. Off.
Dianne Caswell - Secretary

Harrington Emergency Management Agency (BEMA)
is a Town agency comprised of and run by an
entirely voluntary group of Town approved
members, as required by the By-Laws of the
agency.
BEMA's primary function is to provide
assistance and advise Town officials in
emergency situations, either natural or manmade, as requested by them.

BEMA also monitors Citizen's Band Radio
Channel 9 to provide assistance to the
general public traveling the highways and
roads in the surrounding area. All calls are
reported to the proper agencies and
departments and are handled by them.
As our function is primarily to provide
emergency service to the Town, we had a few
calls from the Police Department to provide
assistance with traffic and parking at the
new Barrington Elementary School for the Town
and School District meetings.

We also provided assistance to the Good
Shepherd School's Octoberfest in helping with
traffic and crossing of Route 9 in front of
Calef 's County Store, and for the show put on
by the BEMS at the new Elementary School.
As is in the past, anyone wanting more
information about BEMA or wishing to become a
member, may contact Dianne Caswell or myself
at 664-2843 for an application.

Respectfully submitted, Richard Brooks, Dir.
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ANNUAL REPORT
1990

The Rural District Health Council, Inc. continues
as a certified home health agency providing your
town with skilled nursing, physical, occupational
and speech therapies, medical social worker, home
health aides, homemakers and a comprehensive hospice
program. We have a 2H hour answering service with
a nurse on call 2^ hours a day, 7 days a week with
home visits made as indicated. The staff has made,
138'4°
home visits with
to date,
9,253
hours of homemaking and 1^36° h ourly aide

Services also include child health care from newborn to six years old.
This includes physical
examinations, immunizations, growth and development, monitoring and counseling.
Every fall, influenza shots are given to the elderly
within the elderly health maintenance program.
Remember, in lieu of flowers, a memorial donation may
be made in memory of a loved one

There have been to date for your town,
^63
skilled nursing visits,
therapy visits,
169
home health aide visits,
^00q°
250
homemaker hours,
child health visits, and
31
child health clinic visits.
133
Anyone interested in services may contact the Rural
District Health Council office at 4 Winter St.,
Farmington, N.H. 03835 or call 755-2202 from 8-1,
Monday - Friday.

Ardala Houle, R.N.
Executive Director
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Counl)

1990

ANNUAL REPC^T
BARRINGTON CONSERVATION COMflSSION

The conservation commission remained very
busy this past year on short and long term
projects. Our energies focused on organizing
a Prime Wetlands Mapping of Harrington. The
project is now near completion and, we hope
ready for this Town Meeting. Our goal is an
end product that shall prove invaluable as a
planning tool to address
Harrington's growth.

Our most meaningful project was the
distribution of almost 1,000 evergreen
seedlings to all the school children in
Harrington. The seedlings were distributed
in memory of our friend, Dorothy Warren
and timed for delivery to celebrate
Arbor Day and Earth Day.
We continue our efforts to educate fellow
residents on the importance and necessity of
our natural resources. We strive for regular
communication and coordination among all our
Town Departments to provide the best
possible attention to the changes Harrington
has, and will encounter. We greatly
appreciate your support in helping us
achieve these goals.

Respectfully,
Carol A. Reilly
Chair
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TOWN REPORT
Lamprey Health Care provides a variety
Barrington,

of

services

to

residents

of

New Hampshire.

The Senior Citizen Transportation Program operated by Lamprey Health Care
one of the most important services provided to residents of the area.
The
busses provide necessary transportation for food shopping, for medical
appointments, the pharmacy and for recreational trips. Residents are picked up
at their homes and are assisted with bundles and with shopping if necessary.
The
Senior Transportation Program is affiliated with COAST.
is

of the five busses operated by this program are handicapped
Special appointments which cannot be incorporated into the specific
routes serving your area are arranged through the Transportation Coordinator and
The Program almost operates as a "Friendly Callers"
a group of volunteers.
program in that the seniors who ride are in contact with the program, and if not,
they are checked on to be sure that everything is all right. The Transportation
Health Workers (Drivers) from the program also do necessary errands for their
This program does a
riders if they are unable to do them due to illness, etc.
great deal toward keeping our elderly population healthy, independent and in
their homes.

Four

accessible.

The medical services provided by Lamprey Health Care include primary
medical care , health promotion and education and social services
Lamprey Health
Care opened a new medical facility in Newmarket in 1989. Our increased capacity
allows Lamprey Health Care to serve the residents of our local area in a timely
and efficient manner. The Raymond Center which opened in 1986 serves the
communities in the more westerly part of Rockingham County.
Staffing for both
Centers includes five Board Certified Family Physicians, one Pediatrician, and
one Obstetrician/Gynecologist. A Certified Physician's Assistant, three Nurse
Practitioners and a support staff of Registered and Licensed Practical Nurses and
Community Health Workers round out the medical team.
Medical care provided
includes prenatal care, adult medicine and geriatric medicine, as well as,
screenings and follow up for various medical conditions.
.

Lamprey Health Care has a primary mission to provide for the total health
needs of the residents of our service area. From prenatal to geriatric care and
from primary health to transportation for seniors and information and referral,
we take great pride in the services provided to the communities we serve. The
support of the communities served by Lamprey Health Care is critical to the
continuation of our services.
We appreciate the continued support

of

your community.

Sincerely,

Ann H. Peters
Executive Director
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Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative
Annual Report
The Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative has just
completed 10 years of service to the member communities.
In 1990 the Cooperative reduced the operating budget by
$300,000.00. This reduction was due to an austerity
program that has been implemented by the Cooperative to
keep costs down within the member communities to dispose
of municipal waste. We have initiated a new committee from
within the Lamprey Board of Directors to study the long
term planning of the Regional. This committee should be
able to give the Board of Directors some recommendations
in 1991 as to the direction the Regional should be headed
for our future in the disposal of municipal solid waste.
1990 was a very uncertain year for the Lamprey Regional
due to the economic times everyone is faced with, but wg
were able to function well with the cooperation of the
member communities. We also have completed 15 months of
operation of our secure ash sludge landfill in

Somersworth
Respectful ly

,

Joseph Moriarty
Chairman of the Board
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HARRINGTON YOUTH ASSOCIATION
a
is
Association
Youth
Harrington
The
provide
an
to
1972
in
started
group
volunteer
organized baseball program for the children
It is entirely funded by
of Harrington.
and commercial sources
private
from
donations
by a board
administered
are
programs
its
and
volunteers.
of
11
directors
of

During 1990 we provided 30 teams - 8 T-ball,
7 Softball, and 15 baseball (also 6 All Star
Teams that travel) - for the 406 children
that
years
15
through
7
ages
from
The
progrcim.
our
in
participated
improvements completed before 1990 made this
past season a lot nicer for all involved in
The buildings, dugouts, and
the program.
bleachers received a new coat of paint this
past fall. A new T-ball field is being built
for use in 1991 as well as more parking and a
Also, a new
new Babe Ruth practice field.
Babe Ruth baseball team will be added due to
the increase in the number of 13-15 year old
players.
We need volunteers to help with all phases of
the program for 1991.
To offer help or make
board of
the
inquiries
contact
one
of
directors or write to:
Barrington Youth
Association, P.O. Box 407, Barrington, NH
03825.

Submitted by:
Board of Directors

Barrington Youth Association
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SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING

OFFICERS OF THE HARRINGTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT
1990-91

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Mrs. Pamela Lenzi, Chr
Mr. Gregory Ingalls
Mr. Timothy Varney
Mr. Michael Clark
Mr. Louis Goscinski

Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Barry L. Clough, B.Ed., M.A., M.Ed,
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS
Paul E. Campelia, B.S., M. Ed.
Michael J. Frechette, Ph. D.

PRINCIPALS
Barrington Elementary School
Althea Sheaff, B.A., M.A.

Barrington Middle Schools
John Freeman B.A., M.A., C.A.G.S
TREASURER
Katherine Swain
CLERK
Janet Clark

MODERATOR
Stanley R. Swier
Mason

AUDITOR
& Rich P. A.
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1991
1991
1992
1992
1993

BARHINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 6, 1990
At a legal meeting ot the inhabitants ot the Barrinaton
School District, the following action was taken on the
School Warrant on Tuesday, the sixth day of March, nineteen
hundred ninety,
I'he meeting at the Barrington Elementary Multi-purpose room
was called to order by Moderator Stanley Swier, at five
minutes past seven o'clock In the afternoon.

Moderator Swler stated the following rules of order:
- No Smoking In the building.
If you wish to smoke you
may use the main exit.
- Mo set rules of order will be followed.
- The moderator reserves the right to limit debate or set
specific time limits.
- jlebate must be pertinent to the subject on the floor.
- Debate should be as concise as possible.
- Moderator reserves the right to limit the number of
amendments on the floor at a time.
- You must be recognized by the moderator before you speak
- All questions must be through the moderator.
- The elderly and handicapped will be allowed to vote
first and may go to the front of the line.
- Moderator will recognize the School Board and the
Advisory Budget Committee to give their opinion before
any discussion is allowed from the floor.
Barring no objections the moderator will not read all
warrant articles.
No objections were voiced.

the

Pam Lenz
Chairman of the School Board and Tim Varney,
Chairman of the Building Committee spoke briefly on the past
years accomplishments.
i

,

Moderator Swler recognized Pam Lenzi with the following
motion:
Mr. Moderator, I move that we pass over Articles
through 7 and take up Article 8 (To hear the reports of
agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen and pass
any vote relating thereto.) and that the District vote to
Second by Tim Varney
accept the reports as presented.

1

Article 8 passed by a majority show of cards, as declared by
Moderator Stan Swler.

Building Committee Report presented by Tony Irons:
Mr. Irons opened discussion to the floor with any questions
concerning the construction of the new elementary school.
A concern from the floor questioned if the building and
ground work were completed and if not, when.
Mr. Irons
explained that the building was complete except for a few
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minor items and that these would be completed within a short
Outside ground v/ork v/ou d be completed as
period ot time.
soon as weather permitted.
1

question v;ais asKed about the maximum number ot classrooms
Tony Irons explained that
that could be built on this lot.
The core
the lot itselt could handle many classrooms.
tacllity built, at present, could handle up to 600 students
(or 8 additional classrooms).

A

Transportation Committee presented by Bob Barney:
This committee was formed to explore the possibility of
financing our own bus transportation service for the School
The committee determined that approximately 10%
District.
could be saved annually with the formation of our own
The School District would gain better control not
system.
In conclusion. Mr.
only of the cost but of the service.
Barney stressed the committees desire for this committee to
continue to actively pursue this Issue and encouraged
members of the community to come forward and serve.
Questions from the floor asked if the high school buses were
considered in the figure.
Mr. Barney stated that the cost
for high school transportation was considered.

This
3AU Study Committee presented by Peter Pal ton:
committee explored the probability of forming our ov;n School
Administrative Unit. The committee felt that forming a SAU
tor barrlngton, alone, would not be cost -saving and may cost
However, because we have formed a Cooperative High
more.
School District with Nottingham, forming a Joint School
Administrative Unit may prove to be more cost-effective.
Questions were opened to the floor.
A concern was expressed
if this issue will be dropped or if the committee will
continue to pursue it.
Pam Lenzi, Chairman of the School
Board, said the School Board''s view was to wait and see how
the Barr ngton^Not t ngham High School Cooperative goes.
Barry Clough, Superintendent SAU #44, supported the Board's
i

i

declsi on

Moderator Swler recognized Pam Lenzl with the following
motion:
Mr. Moderator, I move that we pass over Articles 1
through 4 and take up Article 5 and that the School District
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of S5, 431 120 .00 which
does not include the monies referenced in Articles 1 and 2
of this Warrant, for the support of schools, for the
salaries of school district officials and agents, for
capital construction, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the school district.
Second by Tim Varney.
,

Concerns from the floor were expressed on the Special
Education portion of the budget.
Lou Gosclnskl and Tim
Varney, members of the School Board, addressed this concern.
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Another question asked was the student/teacher ratio In
current grades 5 & 6.
Pam Lenzl answered this question.
Lee Chretien made the following motion to ammend Article 5
as read:
To increase the budget, line Item ttll04, from
S34.301 to S42,301 for the purpose of hiring an aide.
Second by Jeninne Hagar

Discussion from the floor on whether we can vote to change a
Moderator Swier stated that the voters can
line item.
increase or decrease a line item as they see fit.
However,
we will vote on the bottom line and let the School Board
determine how they will spend the money based on the voter^'s
wi shes
Another question was asked if this was an appropriate amount
to hire an aide.
Pam Lenzl. speaking for the School Board,
said this v;as a correct figure for an aide including
be net its.

Jim Anderson, Advisory Budget Committee, expressed his
opinion that the School Board could find this S8.000.00 In
their current budget without increasing the budget.
Pam
Lenzl disagreed stating this budget was as trim as it could
get

.

Moderator Swier read the admendment to the budget as
follows: To increase line item #1104 from S34,301.00 to
$42,301.00 for the purpose of hiring an aide. The amendment
passed by a count of cards shown, as declared by Moderator
Stan Swier (67 yes votes, 53 no votes).

Moderator Stan Swier reminded the voters that the figure of
$5,439,120.00 was still on the floor for discussion.
Questions from the floor concerned high school tuition
increases present and future.
Also, a discussion on teacher
salary increases.
Mike Clark, member of the school board,
addressed these concerns.
Jim Anderson, Advisory Budget
Committee, stated their support of the school board on the
teacher salary contract.

barring no further discussion Moderator Swier called for a
vote on Article 5 as amended.
By a majority show of cards
Article 5 passed, as declared by Moderator Stan Swier.
Article 1:
Lou Gosclnskl made the follov;lng motion:
Mr.
Moderator. 1 move that the School District vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars C$20,000.00)
lor the purpose of paving the parking lot, sidewalk and
driveway at the Middle School.
Second by Tim Varney.
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Bob Edmunds,
Goacinski spoke briefly on the Article.
Advisory Budget Committee, expressed the committee's support

Mr.
of

the art lei e

Georqe Musier, Selectman, stated that the town attorney
would have to be advised because the parking lot Is the
property of the town and not the School District.
By a majority show of cards Article

1

passed, as declared by

Moderator Stan Swler.
Mike Clark made the following motion: Mr.
Article 2:
Moderator, I move that the School District vote to establish
a capital reserve fund in accord with RSA 35:1 for the
purpose of future constructln of school facilities; and to
see If the District will vote to appropriate the sum of
seventy-one thousand, five hundred dollars ($71,500.00) to
Future
be deposited to the Capital Reserve Fund:
Deposit to be funded solely from Interest
Construction.
Second by Tim
earned on the investment of bond proceeds.
Varney
A motion by Mike Clark to amend the amount to $73,257.71
Tim Varney seconded the motion.

Discussion from the floor on the wording of the amendment to
Mike Clark withdrew
Include all the money In the account.
the motion and the second to the motion was also withdrawn.
Mike Clark made a motion to amend Article 2 as follows: and
all additional Interest earned through June 30. 1990 (to be
added to the Article after the amount of $71,500.00).
Second by Tim Varney.

Discussion from the floor requested that the article be
Moderator Swler refused to accept
Inexpedient to legislate.
Moderator Swler declared a recess
a motion to that effect.
at

8 30 p.m.
:

The Moderator reconvened the meeting at 8:35 p.m.

Mike Clark spoke on the Intent of the article on the floor.
Questions from the floor addressed the concern that the
money could be used for expansion at other than the
elementary or middle school, specifically the cooperative
high school.
Mike Clark explained that this money would be
voted on In another Warrant Article to bring It out of this
account.
At that time, the voters would determine how it
should be used.
Pam Lenzi stated that the School District treasurer had
advised the School Board that the money would earn more
Interest in a Capital Reserve Fund than In the present
construction fund.
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Modi?rdtor Swier stated a yes vote on this article would put
money in a Capital Reserve Fund and a no vote on this
article would mean that the money would go back to off-set
Moderator Stan Swier read Art ice 2 as amended.
taxes.
By a majority show of cards Article 2 passed as amended, as
declared by Moderator Stan Swier.

Article 3:
Greg Ingalls made the following motion: Mr.
move that the School District vote to transfer
Moderator,
the ownership of three plus or minus acres of the Goodwill
Property bordering Poute 9 to the Town of Barrington and to
authorize the Chairman of the Barrington School Board to
execute all documents necessary and attendant thereto.
Second by Tim Varney
I

Mr. Ingalls spoke briefly on the article. By a majority show
of cards Article 3 passed, as declared by Moderator Swier.

Article 4: Tim Varney made the following motion: Mr.
Moderator. 1 move that the School District vote to authorize
the School Board to enter into an Interagency agreement with
the Town of barrington for a long-term lease of four <4)
classrooms at the Middle School Annex. Terms of the lease
are on tile with the Town Clerk and the School District
Clerk.
Second by Pam Lenzi.
Mr. Varney spoke briefly on this article.
Questions from
the floor expressed concern over town sharing space with
students and if the school had enough space for all their
needs at present.
Pam Lenzl expressed the opinion of the
School Board.
Peter Royce represented the Selectman.

Another concern from the floor over signing a ten year
contract.
Mr. Royce explained that It was not cost
effective to make large dollar repairs and only sign a two
year contract.
With no further discussion, by a majority show of cards
Article 4 passed as declared by Moderator Swier.

Article 6:
Lou Gosclnski made the following motion: Mr.
Moderator, I move that the School District authorize the
School Board to make application for and to receive and
expend, in the name of the District, such advances,
grants-in-aid, or other funds for educational purposes as
may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States
Government and/or State agencies; private agencies and/or
other sources In accord with the provisions of RSA i98:20-b.
Second by Tim Varney.

Barring no discussion from the floor Article 6 passed by a
majority show of cards as declared by Moderator Stan Swier.
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Mr.
Greg Ingalls made the following motion:
Article 7:
Moderator. 1 move that the residents of Barrlngton School
District find the State of New Hampshire to be negligent In
the funding of public education, thus creating an undue
Further, the
burden on the local property taxpayers.
residents of the Barrlngton School District demand that the
State of New Hampshire Legislature begin In earnest to study
methods to substantially Increase State aid to education.
Second by Tim Varney

No discussion
Ingalls spoke briefly on this article.
By a majority show of cards Article 7
from the floor.
passed, as declared by Moderator Swler.
Mr.

Mike Clark made the following motion:
Article *^:
Moderator. I move to choose agents and committees
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
Tim Varnery

Mr.
in

Second by

Lou Goscinskl spoke briefly on keeping the present
committees. With no further discussion or volunteers coming
forward no action was taken on this article.

Article 10:
Pam Lenzl made the following motion: Mr.
Moderator, I move to transact any other business which may
legally come before this meeting.
Second by Tim Varney.
Lou Goscinskl gave a brief thank you to those responsible
for giving flags to the Elementary School. Frank Fellows.
Advisory Budget Committee briefly thanked the School Board
for keeping the budget down this year.

Motion was made by George Musler and seconded by Dick
burrows to adjourn the meeting.
By a majority show of cards
Moderator Swler officially adjourned at 9:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Janet L. Clark
Barrlngton School District Clerk
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The
To

State of

New

the Inhabitants of the School district in the

Hampshire
BARRINGTON

town of

qualified to vote in district affairs:

You are hereby
12th
to act

notified to

day of

meet

March

at the

1991

,

TOWN HALL
10:00
at

in said district on
O'clock in the fore
noo

tl

upon the following subjects:

1.

To choose a Moderator

2.

To choose a Clerk

3.

To choose a Member

for the

coming year.

for the ensuing year.

of the School

Board for the ensuing three years.

To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.

4.

To choose a Treasurer

Given imder our hands

for the ensuing year.

Harrington
Pamela Lenzi

at said

this

14th

day of January

19

Gregory Ingalls

Timothy Varney

School Boari

Michael Clark
Louis Goscinski

A

true copy of Warrant

— Attest:
Pamela

Lenzi

.Cregoty.lijgalls,

Timothy Varney

Michael Clark
Louis Goscinski
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The

IiitcIfv nollflr.l lo luccl nl ll.r
5lli

lo acl

nAKRlNGTON

lo vole in diilricl afjain:

You nrc

To

lianii.oliire

the Inhahilanls 0/ Ihr School diilrict in the louin of

Te
guQUheH

1.

New

Slalc ui

upon

licHr

chosen and

llic

the
jiass

(Iny

of

nARRlNClON
KLKMENTARY SCHOOL

,al 7:00

1D91

Hnrcli

.s.ii.l

In llie

dlBlri.l

..t.

nrici

llic

noun,

following subjccls:

reporln of np.entn, niiUitorn, commltlecB, or offlccrB
any vote relating lliereto.

In favor of revleulnR the 1991-1992
1991 District Meeting, line Item by line
line with the 1990-1991 line Item expenditures.

2.
al

in

o'clock

"Are yon
the

School District BudRet,
Item, comparing each
(By
(Ballot Vote)"

Petition)
To sec what sum of money the school district will raise and
appropriate for the support of nchools, for the salaries of school
district officials and agents, for capital construction, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the school district.
3.

If the School District wishes to raise and appropriate the sum
eighty thousand five hundred sixty-one dollars ($80,561) necessary to
fund salary, health and dental Insurance, FICA and retirement coats
required to Increase the munlc and physical education programs at the
Elementary and Middle Schools anil the art program at the Middle School
to full-time positions for llie 1991-92 school year.

It.

To see

of

5. To see If the District will publicly support the court challenge by
school districts to the constitutionality of New Hampshire's method of
funding public education through nearly total reliance on local property
taxes.

To see If the School District will authorize the School Board to make
application forand to receive and expend. In the name of the District,
such advances, grante-ln-ald, or other funds for educational purposes as
may now or hereafter be forth coming from the United States Government
and/or State agencies; private agencies and/or other sources in accord
with the provisions of RSA 19B:2U-b.
6.

7.

In

To choose agents
this warrant.

and committees

In

relation to any subject embraced

8. To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.

Given under our Imncis

nl Rnid

BAKRINGTON

HiIh

5th

<lny of

February

1991

r.'?!^?.lr...Vr."';A....

^^;-&9!;y..in£i\Us

so,.

;

iiw

T.ip.?.^hy..y.?.'^"^/

^.!.s'.'.'!?.}..r.}.';.':^...

V.9"f "

CoHclnskl

A true copy of Warrant— Atteal:
Pamela Lenzl
^Wf.'^P.nJ.'^lk^.Wf.

Timothy Vnrney
Michael Clark
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REPORT OF SCHOOL OFFICIALS

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT (t44
Barrington School District
SCHOOL CALENDAR
1991-92

September
X

^,h
JprqfcssionaLybsociaVlori
OFFICES AT

ACCOUNTAT^TS & AUDITORS
yONALD
ION

R.

F.

MASON,

LANG.

mOMAS

L.

TWO

C.P.A.

MARSH.

WCHAEL C UIU.

C.P.A.

TWENTYTHREE HIGH STREET
PORTSMOUTH. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301
TELEPHONE (603) 436-0906

C.PA.

iALPH R SCHMfTT. C.PA.

lOHN

E.

CAPTTAL PLAZA. SUTTE 31

CONCORD. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301
TELEPHONE (603) 224-2000

P.A.

LYFORO. C.PA.

A. JOHNSON. C.PA.
lEREMV F. SHINN. aP.A.

'JUDA

August 24,

1990

Barrington School District
Harrington, New Hampshire

I
We have audited the financial statements of Barrington School District for the
year ended June 30, 1990 and have Issued our report thereon dated August 24,
1990.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of Barrington
School District for the year ended June 30, 1990 we considered its internal
control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide
assurance on the internal control structure.

The management of Barrington School District is responsible for establishing anc
maintaining an internal control structure.
In fulfilling this responsibility,
estimates and judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefi.ts and related costs of internal control structure policies and
procedures. The objectives of an Internal control structure are to provide
management with reasonable but not absolute, assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition and that
transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in
Because of inherent
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
limitations in any Internal control structure, errors or Irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of
the structure to future periods Is subject to the risk that procedures may
become inadequate because of changes In conditions or that the effectiveness of
the design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
'
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Barrington School District

-2-

August 2^,

1990

For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal
control structure policies and procedures in the following categories:
(1)

Accounting Applications
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(2)

Cash Receipts and Disbursements
Receivables and Billings
Accounts Payable and Purchasing
Payrolls
Property and Equipment

Controls Used in Administering Federal Programs
(a)

Specific Requirements

For all of the control categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of
the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed
In operation and we assessed control risk.

We noted certain matters (detailed in the material that accompanies this report)
involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to
be reportable conditions under standards established by the American Institute
Reportable conditions involve matters coming
of Certified Public Accountants.
to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or operation
of the internal control structure that in our judgment, could adversely affect
the entity's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial data
consistent with the assertions of management In the financial statements.

material weakness is a reportable condition In which the design or operation
of one or more of the specific internal control structure elements does not
reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or Irregularities In
amounts that would be material In relation to the financial statements being
audited may occur and note be detected within a timely period by employees In
the normal course of performing their assigned functions.
A

Our consideration of the Internal control structure would not necessarily
disclose all matters In the internal control structure that might be reportable
conditiofis and accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable
conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
However, we noted the reportable conditions (detailed In the material that
accompanies this report) that we believe to be material weaknesses.

However, we noted certain other matters Involving the internal control structure
and its operation that we have reported to the management of Barrington School
District in a separate letter dated August 2^, 1990.
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Harrington School District

August 24,

1990

This report is intended for the information of management and State and Federal
Audit Agencies.
This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of
this report, which is a matter of public record.
spec t fully/submit ted,

Ooh

R.

Certified Public Accountant
MASON i RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Accountants and Auditors

The Capital Reserve Balance for the Barrlngton School District, as of
December 1990, was $95,570.06.

Katherine Swain, Treasurer

KS/maa
2-1-91
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DEPARTMENT OF
TO

RE^v'ENUE

mDM INI ST RAT ON
I

Birr ngton

:

Your Report o+ appropriations ^-'oted and property taxes to be
raised tor the 1990-91 school year has been approved on the
to

1

1

ow nq bas s
I

I

TOTAL APPROPRIATION

5.530 .620

REVENUE &: CREDITS AVAILABLE
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES

Unreserved Fund Balance
Revenue From State Source
Foundation Aid
Incentive A d
Foster Ch dren
School Building Aid
Area Vocational Aid
Dr ver Educat on
Catastrophic Aid
Adu t Educat on
Child Nutrition
Other

*

i

1

i

1

LOcal

*
*
*

336,716.00

J

101,910.00

*
*
*
*
*
*

i

i

164,322.00

i

i

79,334.00

57,000.00

Revenue Other Than Taxes:
Tu

i

t

i

*

on

Earnings on Investments
Pup

I

1

Ac

t

i

V

i

t

i

es

Food Services

TOTAL REUENUES & CREDITS
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
TOTAL APPROPRIATION

*
*
*
1

3,000 .00
101,500.00

152,286.00

996,068.00
* 4,534,552.0
* 5,530 ,620 .00
* 4,534,552.00

TOTAL SCHOOL ASSESSMENT

ANDREA M, REID, CPA
DIRECTOR
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BARRIN6T0N TOWN REPORT 1989-1990

ADorcmriations

1000 Instruction

Ele«entarv

Middle/Hioh

Total

BARRINSTON TOWI REPORT 1989-1990
2220 Retireient

BARRIN6T0N TOWN REPORT 1989-1990

2130 Health

38.528.00

14.139.50

14.139.50

4400 Reoairs

220.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6100 SuDolies

800.00

288.72

288.72

577.44

1103 Nurses Sal

28.279.00

6300 Textbooks

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6400 Periodicals

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

45.00

45.00

90.00

8100 Dues

25.00

12.50

12.50

25.00

TOTAL 2130

39.573.00

14.485.72

14.485.72

28.971.44

7400 Equioaent

2140 PsvchoIoQical

3300 SLC Meabershio

BARRIN6T0N TO«N REPORT 1989-1990
2220 Ed Hedia

BARRINGTON TO»l REPORT 1989-1990

2400 Sch Adninistr.

80.400.00

34,700.00

45,700.00

1102 Asst to Princ.

1.500.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1103 Sub Coordinat

1.000.00

500.00

500.00

1.000.00

1104 Secretary Sal

46.173.00

11.000.00

28.380.76

39.380.76

500.00
1.500.00

382.00
462.90

436.50

818.50

1.546.62

2.009.52

1101 Princioal Sal

3200 Horkshoo/Conf
4400 Ofc Equip Reor

80,400.00

225.00

0.00

629.50

629.50

5310 Teleohone

9.100.00

3.422.47

4.734.98

8.157.45

5320 Postage

1,000.00

550.00

899.97

1,449.97

5330 Printino

1.700.00

968.95

968.95

1.937.90

350.00

117.45

117.45

234.90

1.300.00

604.62

1.974.86

2.579.48

4520 Eauip Rental

5800 Travel

6100

Wc

Supolies

7420 Eauip Replace
8100 Prof Dues

8900 Grad Exoense

TOTAL 2400

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.155.00

402.10

404.20

806.30

300.00

0.00

466.90

466.90

146.203.00

53.110.49

86.760.69

139.871.18

20,190.70

2520 Business

17.299.00

10,095.35

10,095.35

5320 Postaoe

600.00

255.00

255.00

510.00

6100 SuDplies

500.00

266.95

266.95

533.90

7430 CoaiDuter

3.100.00

1,790.04

1,790.04

3.580.08

21.499.00

12,407.34

12,407.34

24,814.68

1104 Bookkeeoer Sal

TOTAL 2520
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BARRIN6T0N TOWN REPORT 1989-1990
2540 Ooerat of Plant

1109 Custodian Ral

BARRINGTDN TOWN REPORT 1989-1990
2900 Benefits

BARRINGTON TOWN REPORT 1989-1990
12 FOOD SERVICE
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THE CLA33 OF 1990
BARRINGTOH MIDDLE SCHOOL

THE GRADUATES
Amy Lynn Adams
Debra Vavrica Belleville
Todd Michael Dr sson
Pv'evin Christopher Brown
Sean Edward Burke
Sean Campbell Carney
Michael W. Chandler
Aaron Davis Clouthler
Nancy Ann Cole
Amy Beth Couture
Jason Christopher Cross
i

Colleen Elizabeth Curran
Corey J. Dexter
Elaine Jean Dodge
Heidi Lynn Doinbroski
Rhonda Jean Dombroski
Scott E. Feeuel
e Anne Feege
Ke
Elizabeth Anne Fclker
Angela Marie Ferullo
Jacob Zachery French
Michele A. Gahan
Christy Lynn Grant
Joy Christine Hardy
Todd Gilrnan Hardy
Jinevra Rose Howard
David Raymon Hubbard
Michelle* Lynn Ivery
Steven Arthur Jennison
Diane Elizabeth Jennison
Marney Elinor Kelley
.lordana Kot us
Robert Gary Larson
Craig Michael Lav/rence
1

1

i

1
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Andrea R. Lenz
Cor Ann Malinov;ski
Daniel Charles Mariotli
Stephanie Ann Marsh:<ll
Bridgette Louise Mar to
Michelle Lee McCarthy
Scott Minor
Travis M. M xon
i

I

i

Ne son Mof f et t
1

Kathryn Clare Norton
Thomas Oakley
Christy Lynn Ottavio
K mbe r y Palmer
Benjamin Albert Phipps
Ann Marie Poitras
Colette Marie Ponte
i

1

Le gh Alt on
i

RaiiistJ^'

1

1

Lynn Marie F^ayrnond
Erica Lea lOourkp
Michael George Rourke
Siiawn Robert P^owe
1

1

Jonathan Tyler Floyce
Ryan Morgan f^uel
Christopher George Tolxjr
Gregory Allan Terry
Michael Thomas
Brandon Scott Tibbetts
Jason A an Tut 1
Christine Noel Wa
Heidi Ann West
Anton net te Maria Wheeler
Shawn Thomas Young
Steven M. Zol lek Jr.
I

1

i

t

.

FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM REPORT

During the summer I attended several workshops
Service
Food
School
Nev;
Hampshire
the
by
sponsored
Association and State Department of Food and Nutrition
These workshops focused on the Type A meal
Service.
pattern, its requirements, changes and new concepts other
schools In the National Program exchange with each other.
Our Breakfast Program has approximately (70) seventy
an
The menu consists of
students participating dally.
assortment of Juices, breads and cereals, fruit and milks.
Students come into the cafeteria directly from their busses,
unhurried
breakfast
relaxed,
eating
in
a
and
enjoy
atmosphere
Our Lunch Program has an (80%) eighty per cent
attribute this to preparing menu items
participation.
I
The menus are
to
the students appetites.
appealing
prepared from "scratch recipes" rather than the ready to
Using this method we
serve products on the market today.
can control unnecessary additives in our children's diets as
For lunch, students
v/ell as controlling the cost per plate.
This
may still choose the "offer" vs. "serve" program.
program allov/s the student to choose a salad menu lunch or
soup and sandwich menu lunch as an alternative to the hot
lunch menu being served on that day.
A mid-morning snack Is offered to students at the
Students have several choices such as
Elementary School.
crackers with peanut butter or cheese, fresh fruits, mixed
nuts and raisins, muffins, cereal, milk and Juice.

Again this year the eighth grade Home Economics
students have been planning, preparing and serving the
One day
lunches for both Elementary and Middle Schools.
for
the
Is responsible
each month a unit (12 students)
In addition to planning a
entire operation for one day.
nutritious and attractive meal In class, they calculate food
The day their menu is
costs for the menu they have chosen.
scheduled students prepare, serve and clean up v;ith the
experience
This
cafeteria staff.
the
supervision of
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provides gredter understanding of the Lunch Program and
We have
nutrition and Instills the pride of accomplishment.
been proud of the positive attitudes shov/n by the students
and the satisfaction they have found In a Job well done.
The entire cafeteria staff have enjoyed working with these
nev;
students
to
forv;ard
each
year
look
students and
Involvement In the food service program.

Students at the Elementary School will be preparing
A balanced
class menus v;lth the help of their teachers.
On the
menu is prepared and submitted to the lunch manager.
days that these special menus are served, students may help
prepare and serve their menus. We hope to have parents come
In and have lunch v/lth their children.
have enjoyed working for the Harrington School
I
District as Director of the Food Service Programs and will
continue to improve these programs through v;orkshops and
various types of information and literature offered by the
State Department of Food and Nutrtion Services and the IJew
Hamphire School Food Service Association.

wish to express my thanks to my staff: Mrs. Nary
I
Welch. Mrs. Maureen Dexter, Mrs. Diane Gallant. Mrs. Gail
Mrs.
Russell.
Bonnie
Mrs.
Cathy
Morln.
Lavole.
Mrs.
Katherlne Swain. Mrs. Kay McLaughlin, Mrs. Judy Pickering
and to Mr. Freeman and Miss Sheaf f for their assistance and
support
.

Respectfully Submitted.
e Morr son
Food Service Director

Carmel

1

1
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Kh;puKT OF THE BARKlIiGTOri SCHUUL DloTREtJT

The Barrington Public Schools concluded the l''-'8"- 1 "^90 school
year on June 22, 1990, with a student enrollment of 651
attending
the
elementary
^ichools.
and
middle
This
repreyentf5 Hii incLeai:e oT JT students in the one-year ppi io'l
1*^90
from vJuce,
to June,
i9B9.
or a ;.Uudent pufu at
growth of six per cent during the 1989-l'59n school year.
1

j

i..i,

The 1990-1991 school year commenced on Septemtiet
l'-''-'i),
with an opening day enrollment of 672 students attending
Barrington's schools.
This represents an increase of 2\
students
over
last
June's
student
population,
or
an
additional three per cent increase.
\r<

,

Our readiness through third grade students ^icc currently
divided among fourteen classes at the elementary schi.ujl.
Our readiness class provides specialized programming (or
fifteen students while thirteen first through third grade
classes average twenty students each.

Elementary school students receive instruction in the core
subjects art,
physical
language
math,
music.
arts,
education, reading, science, and social studies. Our primary
objectives are to provide instruction to develop liiiasic
skills, to demonstrate the nterre at edness of subjects, and
to develop an understanding of concepts through a "hands-on"
approach v;h e also developing problem-solving and critif;al
thinking sk
s
i

i

1

i

1

1

1

Our fourth through eighth grade students are divided ainiina
eighteen classes in the middle school.
Grades four and five
are located at middle school annex, while grades six through
eight are located at the middle school building.
Average
class size for our middle school students is tv^en t y- 1 hree
students

Students in the middle school receive a core program wh (;h
continues and builds on their elementary school educatimi.
Additionally, students receive instruction in health, hunie
economics, industrial arts, study and organization skills.
and computer skills.
i

at all
levels are provided with programs ^.'hicri
These
inclu'.le
individual
needs and interests.
special education and guidance services as well as a variety
of enrichment activities.
Elementary school students select
from a range of activities which have focused this year on
service to the community, senior citizens, and service
people abroad.

.Students

address

Middle school student may also choose from a wide range of
options.
These include our intramural and
nterschol ast
sports teams - baseball, basketball, floor hockey, soccer.
Softball,
and volleyball.
Algebra,
athletic committ'^"
cheer eadi ng,
chorus,
drama,
computer
club.
dances.
enrichment activities, hiking club, school store, skiing.
student council, and yearbook are also offered.
I

I
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The 1989-1990 school year was highlighted by the opening of
the new Barrington Elementary School, located on Route 125.
1990.
Parents, community members, and
on February 27,
school staff are commended for helping with the move and in
understanding the emotional upheaval which students might
Through the
have experienced during this time of change.
a new playground for the
support of the community and PTA
(by
purchased
and
constructed
was
school
elementary
volunteers) during the summer.
,

Fourth and fifth grade classes were relocated to the former
elementary school, located on Route 9 and now known as the
middle school annex, at the time of the move to the new
Sixth, seventh, and eighth
elementary school building.
grades students remain in the middle school building on
The school district also discontinued use of
Province Lane.
rented modular classrooms at that time.

facilities, our
addition to developing our physical
In
schools have continued to develop our program for students
District has
The Barrington School
and the community.
"The primary purpose of
established our schools' mission:
knowledge and the
pursuit
of
the
is
public education
preparation of young people for responsible citizenship in a
society which respects individual differences and shared
To be successful, public education must be a
freedoms.
collective enterprise among citizens, parents, teachers, and
students
.

Administrators and staff at each
goals in pursuit of our mission.
nc ude
i

school

This

have identified
year's key goals

1

1.

Communicating the school
newsletters;

program

through

weekly

school
2.

coffee
Continuing a series of parent/principal
hours for informal discussion of school programs:

3.

school
Creating a
elementary school;

4.

publication.
monthly
a
Providing parents with
discusses
which
Difference
Make
the
Parents
parenting skills and issues;

annual

(yearbook)

for

the

.

5.

Revising the social studies curriculum;

6.

by
approaches
and
skills
teaching
Enhancing
providing workshops for elementary school teachers
on a process approach to science and for middle
school teachers on cooperative learning.

7.

Engaging in research and discussion of alternative
means of student assessment;

8.

Developing
prevent on

intervention

strategies

for

i

9.

Investigating the need for kindergarten;
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dropout

10.

Redesigning the middle school approach to athletics
to be more consistent with student needs.

Our mission and annual goals are only accomplished through a
and
school
staff,
board,
school
supportive community,
We recognize the work of
administrative unit office.
toward
organizations
parent/community
individual
and
achievement of our mission.

have
Club
been
Booster
PTA
and
Harrington
Our
cultural
equipment
and
providing
in
instrumental
programs for students at all levels;
Many parents and community members have volunteered
classrooms and with special projects;

in

five member school board has devoted countless
hours in planning and monitoring the construction of
our new elementary school;

Our

Our staff members continue to upgrade their teaching
school
workshops,
in
participation
through
skills
visits, and university courses;
Our SAU administrators
for program goals.

And to the citizens
continued support of
programs.

of

our

continue to provide

leadership

we
recognize your
Harrington,
students and our educational

Respectfully submitted.

Althea Sheaff, Principal
Harrington Elementary School
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reeman Principal
hgton Middle School
,

:

y

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
o

the School Board and citizens

of

4 January 1991
the Harrington School District

hen school opened In September, 1990, the Elementary, Annex and
iddle Schools were organized as follows

ASSIGNMENT

LEMENTARY SCHOOL EMPLOYEES

Principal

Althea Sheaff
Janet Clark
Vlckl Fletcher
Virginia Llttlefleld
Joan Ouellette
Janice O' Keef e
Frances Farmer
Mary O' Shaughnessy
Jennifer Allaire
Pamela Perkins
Patrice L enzl
Gall Cook
Pamela Murphy
Deedra Benson
Steve Kershaw
Karen Atherton
Mary Ellen Webb
Tomasen Madden
Kathy Doar
Emily Perkins
Mary Conroy
Jane Olivier
Jennifer Kotok
Joanne Plazzi
Harold Johnson, Jr.
Joyce Stephens
RN
Carol Edmunds
Jeanine Sherrlll
Cindy Taylor
Barbara Hayes
Jenlnne Hagar
Mary Gagne
Terry Clouthler
Frances Swier
Pamela Grimley
Sandra Ayer
Edmund Small
Cheryl Hughson
Robert Byron
Judith Porter
Carmelle Morrison
Diane Gallant
Terri Mulrhead
Cathy Morln
Mary Welch

Seer et ar

ookkeeper
Readl nes s
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1 Intern
Grade 2
Grade 2
Grade 2
Grade 2
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3 Intern
B

Art
Mus ic

Resource Room
Special Education
Physical Education
Chapter I Reading
Nur s e

,

Teacher Aide
Teacher Aide
Chapter I Tutor
Chapter I Tutor
Chapter I Tutor
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Head Custodian
Cus t odlan
Cus t odian
Cus t odl an
Lunch Manager
Lunch Worker
Lunch Worker
Lunch Worker
Lunch Worker
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Aide
Aide
Aide
Aide

MIDDLE/ANNEX SCHOOL EMPLOYEES
John Freeman
Roberta Gallagher
Catherine McGrath
Patricia Breton
Diane Sanborn
Susan Stephany
Virginia Burkhardt
Wilfred Warner
Scott Harris
Anne Twltchell
Dorothy Donahue
Joel Bruning
Shirley Felker
Kenneth Wakeman
Sus an Cant i n
Christopher McLean
Bernadette Bur ns -Sulll van
Brenda Brown
Janice Long
John Davison
Beverly Brinkman
Ernest Burkhardt
Walter Hart
Anna Williams
Richard Carroll
Andrew Lack
Heidi Lundgren
Sheila Holt
Claire Ivery
Christopher Morrill
Bobbl Cimlni
Candace Bralthwalte
Ruth Tucker
Christine Hamann
Nancy Cunningham
Patricia Minor
Cheryl Gray
Janice Dobson
Pamela Jennison
Elizabeth Carlson
Irene Saunders
Carol Edmunds, RN
Becky Hunt
Kathy Mansfield
Edmund Small
James Hi 11
Paul Gallien, Jr.
Carmelle Morrison
Maureen Dexter
Gail Lavoie
Bonnie Russell
Katherine Swain
Kay McLaughlin
Judy Pickering
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ASSIGNMENT
Pr inc i pal
Sec r et ar y
Grade 4 Annex
Grade 4 Annex
Grade 4 Annex
Grade 4 Annex

Grade 5 Annex
Grade 5 Annex
Grade 5 Annex
Grade 5 Annex
Grade 6
Grade 6
Gr ade 6
Grade 6
Grade 7 & 8
Grade 7
Grade 7 & 8
Grade 8
Grade 7 & 8
Grade 8
Home Ec. /Computer Coord.
Industrial Arts
Gudlance Couns elor -Annex
Guidance Couns el or - 5-8
Rem. Reading/Skills Dev.
Music
Special Education-Annex
Special Education
Special Education
Physical Education
Art

Aide
Aide
Aide
Aide
Aide
Aide
Aide
Aide
Buyer/Clerk
Li br ar 1 an
Nur s e
Nur s e As s t
Nur s e As s t

.

.

Head Custodian
Cus t odi an- Annex
Cus t odi an
Lunch Manager
Lunch Worker
Lunch Worker
Lunch Worker
Lunch Worker
Lunch Worker
Lunch Worker

o£ October 1. 1990. the enrollment In
distributed as follows:

As

7S

t lie

Barrlngton Schools was

By vote of the Joint School Administrative Unit School Board on 15
November 1989, a School Administrative Unit Study Committee was
established to review all office role descriptions, the alignment of
present responsibilities and to determine what changes. If any, could
be made to make the Unit more efficient
lower costs and to determine
As a
whether or not a business administrator would benefit the Unit
result of this charge, a six member study committee submitted a
comprehensive report to the full Joint Board on 20 September 1990
which called for restructuring the existing administrative staff
including elimination of the position of Special Education
Coordinator
The realignment appears to be functioning well based on
the elements of the Study Committee report.
,

.

.

The School Administrative Unit staff stands prepared to continue
assisting the District with curricula review and revision, staff
selection and supervision, business management
transportation,
special education program development and administration, legal
matters, support for cooperative school district study committees and
building committees, continuing our commitment to achieving excellence
in the educational opportunities available to our children,
preparation of bond issue presentations, administration of
construction projects, budget development, negotiations, development
and working with local planning
and revision of school board goals
These
boards regarding the development of capital improvement plans
examples are only a few of the areas in which the office Is continuing
to provide administrative and Instructional support services.
,

,

.

Respectfully submitted
Barry L Clough
Superlnt endent
.

BLC/laf
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SCHOOL NURSE REPORT

1989-90

SCHOOL OPENED TO A BUSY SCHEDULE AGAIN THIS YEAR.
ILLNESSES WERE AT A MINIMAL AND THE FLU WAS NOT A3 bM) THIS
PARENTS WERE CONTACTED EACH MORNING
YEAR AS IN THE PAST.
FOP ABSENCES NOT CALLED IN TO THE SCHOOL.
HEADLICE PREVAILED THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR.
TWENTY-NINE STUDENTS WERE SENT HOME THE FIRST WEEK OF
WITH PROPER TREATMENT ALL CASES WERE TAKEN CAPE OF.
SCHOOL.
THERE WERE A TOTAL OF OVER ONE HUNDRED CASES THPOUGHTOUT THE
YEAR AND CONSTITUTED MUCH WORK FOR ALL FACULTY AND PARENTS.
THE DAYS WERE BUSY WITH GOING BETWEEN SCHOOLS FOP
MOST WERE FOR MINOR ILLNESSES OP
ILLNESSES AND INJURIES.
INJURIES WITH THE EXCEPTION Of 7 INJURIES IN THE MIDDLE
SCHOOL AND 6 INJURIES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL WHICH
REOUIRED MEDICAL OR DENTAL TREATMENT AT THE DOCTORS OP
HOSPITAL.
INJURIES INCLUDED SPRAINS. STRAINS. FRACTURES,
LACERATIONS, INJURIES TO TEETH AND DERMATITIS.
A
ALL IMMUNIZATIONS FOR MOST STUDENTS WERE COMPLETE.
TOTAL OF 7 STUDENTS WERE TAKEN TO THE CLINIC FOR NEEDED
IMMUNIZATIONS.
THESE WERE DONE BY THE RURAL DISTRICT HEALTH
COUNCIL FREE OF CHARGE.

THERE WERE ONLY 8 CASES OF CHICKEN POX THIS YEAR.
OTHER ILLNESSES WHICH ALWAYS AFFECT SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN APE
MONO. IMPETIGO. SCABIES. BEE STING ALLERGIES. POISON OAK OP
IVY AND COfJJUNCTIVITIS.
ALL OF THESE WERE MINIMAL EXCEPT
PNEUMONIA WAS A REAL PROBLEM, AFFECTING SEVERAL STUDENTS AND
HOSPITAL FOP
WITH MANY BEING CONFINED TO A
FACULTY,
IMMEDIATE TREATMENT.
STUDENTS AND FACULTY FOUND TO HAVE
SYMPTOMS OF ANY COMMUNICABLE DISEASE OR A CONDITION WHICH
CAN READILY PASS FROM PERSON TO PERSON WERE SENT HOME
IMMEDIATELY FOR TREATMENT.
HEALTH SCREENINGS INCLUDED HEIGHT, WEIGHT, VISION.
IMMUNIZATION
AND
HEARING.
DENTAL.
NUTRITION,
SCOLIOSIS
UP-DATES ON ALL STUDENTS IN ALL SCHOOLS.
HEARING SCREENING
RESULTED IN 7 ELEMENTARY AND 5 MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT
REFERRALS.
VISION SCREENING RESULTED IN 8 ELEMENTARY AND 10
MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT REFERRALS.
A SCOLIOSIS FILM WAS SHOWN
TO ALL FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS AND SCREENINGS WERE DONE ON ALL
NEW
THERE WERE 5
FIFTH THROUGH EIGHT GRADE
STUDENTS.
REFERRALS THIS YEAR.

PRE-SCHOOL SCREENINGS WERE DONE IN MAY THIS YEAR.
EIGHTY-FIVE PRE-SCHOOLERS WERE SCREENED FOR VISION. HEAPING.
ALL IMMUNIZATIONS
IMMUNIZATION UP-DATE AND PHYSICAL EXAMS.
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PHYSICAL EXAMS MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE THE STUDENT CAN
ENTER SCHOOL.

OUR NEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OPENED IN FEBRUARY AND TWO
NURSING ASSISTANTS WERE HIRED FOR COVERAGE IN ALL THREE
SCHOOLS.

WISH TO THANK PARENTS, FACULTY, MY VOLUNTEER AND
I
BOARD MEMBERS FOR THEIR COOPERATION. HELP AND UNDERSTANDING
FOR ANOTHER BUSY AND PRODUCTIVE YEAR.
SINCERELY,

CAROL A. EDMUNDS, RN
SCHOOL NURSE

VII.

BARRINGTON /NOTTINGHAM COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT

.

BARR I NGTON/ NOTTINGHAM COOPERATIVE
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
1991

The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Ba rr 1 ng t on/No t t 1 ngham Cooperative School
District comprised of the Towns of Harrington and Nottingham, qualified to
vote upon District Affairs:

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
BAIiRINGTON - NEW Barrington Elementary School commencing at

NOTTINGHAM

-

The Nottingham Town Hall commencing at

10:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

MARCH 1991, TO CAST YOUR BALLOTS FOR CANDIDATES FOR THE
FOLLOWING OFFICES:

ON TUESDAY,

12

ARTICLE

1.

ARTICLE
District for

2.
a

To elect

a

Moderator for the ensuing year.

To elect two (2) members of the School Board of the
three (3) year term.

One member from Barrington
One member from Nottingham

ARTICLE

3.

To choose Auditors, and all other necessary
officers and agents for the ensuing year.

The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District officers
Town Meeting Is authorized by Statute (RSA 671:22 Supp) and
was adopted by the District at Its Organizational Meeting on 6 June 1989.
at

the Annual

Given under our hands at said Barrington

this 27th

day ofDecember

Pe.tef.Paltpn
_Pa_ul_ Eqt_aJ)f9ql^

SCHOOL

.Vfajrpf _hje.Ippi)

.WXfr} .QUylSr.

A true copy of yiarraa t--At t ea

t

:

?e.tfF.WfP9.,
?v;i,5qv>r9<iK

Hvne.N^^ppu.
4i\Ue9 .o.Uylsr.
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g(90

The

New

State of

Jiampshire

Bnrrlngt on/Not Cliif^ham Cooperative
To Ike Inhabitants 0/

tht/i.Schooi dlilricl in the

lown^of

BARRINCTON AND NOTTINGHAM

qutli/icH lo vole in ditlrici affair i:

You arc
lo act

mccl

lioroliy nollflcti to

19th

(lay

of

NOTTINCUAM
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

al tlio

March

1091

,

at

7:00

In said illnlrlot

o'clock In Iho after

on

llic

noon,

upon tho following aubjocls:

To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers
1.
chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
To hear the report of the Cooperative Land Search Comalttee
2.
eatabllshed by vote of the Organizational meeting held on 6 June 1989,
pass any vote relating thereto and authorize the es t abl lahnien t of the Land
Search Conmlttee,
To see if the District will publicly support the court challenge by
3.
school districts to the constitutionality of New Hampshire's method of
funding public education through nearly total reliance on local property
taxes.
To see what sum of money the School District will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of School
District officials and agents, for capital construction, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the School District.

4.

To see if the School District will authorize the School Board to make
3.
application for and to receive and expend, in the name of the District,
such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for educational purposes as
may now or hereafter be forth coming from the United States Government
and/or State agencies; private agencies and/or other sources in accord
with the provisions of RSA 198:20-b.

To choose ageilts and committees
this warrant.

6.

in

relation

to

any subject embraced in

7.
To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.

Given undor our hands at said Harrington
Potpr r.Tltn.i

this 28th

dny of February

1991

CI Inlon l^ane

Wayne Nelson
Sckoai Board

•Judith Anglin

Jullen Olivier
•

'•"•

v<

•

Edward Buckley

A Iruo copy

of

Warrant—AltoBt:
Ff .'?.". r?.^.'rp

Clinton Lane

y.^.y.r.?..I'.!.lf.?.".

Judith Anglin
Jullen 01 Ivier
Edward Buckley
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School Board

BARRINGTON/NOTTINGHAM COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DIST
PROPOSED 1991-92 BUDGET
OPERATING EXPENSES
2310

-

SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES

1990-91

Modar at or
School Dlsrlct Clark
Tr*a*ur«r Salary & Expanaaa
Chackllst Supervisors
Ballot Clerks
FICA - Dlsrlct Share
School Board Expense
Audit Service
Postage. Printing. & mailing
Public Notices
Legal Services
I nsur anc e
Police Department

OFFICERS OF THE BARR NGTONx-'NOTT INGHAM COOPERATIVE
I

SCHOOL DISTRICT
1990-91

SCHOOL BOARD
Mr. Peter Paiton
Mr. Paul Estabrook
Mr. Clinton Lane
Mr. Wayne Nelson
Mrs. Judith Anglin
en 01 m er
Mr
Ju
Mr. Edward Buckley
.

1

i

i

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

i

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Barry

Clough, B.Ed,. M.A., M.Ed,

L.

A S S ST ANT S LI P E R NT EN D ENT S
E
Camp e
a
B S
M.Ed.
Michael J. Frechette, Ph. D.
I

Paul

I

.

1

.

,

i

.

TREASURER
Lisa Far r ngt on
i

CLERK
Rita Beu ns
i

MODERATOR
Frank

Ui
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i

n

terer

,

Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

1991
1991

1992
1992
1992
Exp Ires
993
Expires 1993
1

BARRINGTON/NOTTINGHAM COOPERATIVE
SCHOOL DISTRICT ANNUAL MEETING
March 13, 1990
The Barrington/Nottingham Cooperative School District Annual Meeting was called
Present for the meeting were
to order at 7:00 p.m. by Moderator, Frank Winterer.
School Board Members, Peter Paiton (Bar.), Clint Lane, (Bar.), Judith Anglin
(Not.), Edward Buckley (Not.), Paul Estabrook, (Not.) and Wayne Nelson (Not.);
Superintendent, Barry Clough; School District Clerk, Rita Bevins; Supervisors
of the Checklist (Bar.) Janet Vachon and Katherine Swain; Ballot Clerks (Bar.)
Pamela McDonald and Geraldine Baxter; Supervisors of the Checklist (Not.) Ednah
Carlson, Sue Benoit and Melinda Cadwell; Ballot Clerks (Not.) Judi Thibault and
Nancy Hapgood; and approximately 70 townspeople.

The Moderator requested that Superintendent, Barry Clough, be allowed to speak
at the meeting.

MOTION was made by Earle Rourke and seconded by Robert Lemelin to allow
the Superintendent to speak.
Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by Card vote.

Article 1: To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers
chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.

MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Robert Lemelin to
accept Article 1 as read.

MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Robert Lemelin to
amend Article 1: To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees
and officers as printed in the Town Report with the exception of the
Land Search Committee.
Amended Article

1

voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.

Article 2: To hear the Report of the Cooperative Land Search Committee
established by vote of the Organizational meeting held on 6 June 1989, pass
any vote relating thereto and authorize the establishment of the Land Search
Committee.

MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Robert Lemelin to
accept Article 2 as read.
MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Gall Rondeau to
amend Article 2: To see if the School District will vote to accept
the report of the Cooperative Land Search Committee established by
vote of the Organizational meeting held on 6 June 1989, and further,
to reestablish the Land Search Committee so that a preliminary
Committee report may be presented to the School Board no later
than 1 February 1991 with a final written report and recommendation
submitted to either a Special School District meeting or the 1991
Annual School District Meeting.
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NOTION was made by Earle Rourke and seconded by Catherine Kyle
Lo amend the amended Article 2. to read that the School District
vote to accept the rejiort of the Cooperative Land Search Committee
established by vote of the Organizational meeting held on 6 June
1989, and furtlier, to reestablisli the Land Search Committee so that
a preliminary Committee report may be presented to the Scliool Board
no later than I February 1991 with a final written report and
recommendation submitted to either a Special School District meeting
Neither the Cooperative
or the 1991 Annual School District Meeting.
School Board nor this committee will take any option on any land
without prior approval of the voters at a future regular or special
Cooperative District Meeting.
Amendment voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.
Amended Article

2

voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.

To see if the District wishes to raise and appropriate the sum of
RTICLE 3:
Ifteen Lhousantl ($15,000) dollars for architectural, engineering, legal and
?lated expenses such as soil and geo-technical analysis, site preparation and
11 matters relating to the development of a final recommendation by the Land
?arcli Committee created by vote of the Organizational meeting held on 6 June
?89.

NOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Edward Buckley
to accept Article 3 as printed.
MOTION was made by Earle Rourke and seconded by Catherine Kyle
to table Article 3.
MOTION to table Article
26 No - 19 Yes

3

voted in the NEGATIVE by card vote.

MOTION was made by Peter Royce and seconded by Katherine Kyle
To see if the District wishes to raise
to amend Article 3:
and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand ($15,000) dollars
for architectural, engineering, legal and related expenses such
as soil and geo-teclmical analysis, site preparation and all
matters relating to the development of a final recommendation
by the Land Search Committee created by vote of the Organizational
meeting held on 6 June 1989 and that ten thousand ($10,000) dollars
be designated from the current FY 90 appropriation to partially
offset the fifteen thousand ($15,000) dollars appropriated in
this Article.
Amendment voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.
Amended Article 3 voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.
rhe intent of this Amendment was to cap the amount of money available over
rie FY 90 and
FY 91, two (2) year period, to a total sum of fifteen thousand

?15,000) dollars.)
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ARTICLE 4. To see if the District wishes to raise and appropriate the sum of
fifteen thousand ($15,000) dollars for the purpose of exercising an option or
options on suitable parcels of land and further to authorize the School Board
to negotiate said option or options with terms and conditions which the School
Board deems necessary and appropriate in preparation for a final land purchase
recommendation to the 1991 Annual School District Meeting or a Special School
District Meeting convened prior thereto.

MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Edward Buckley
to inexpedient to legislate Article 4 as read.
Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.

ARTICLE 5. To see what sum of money the School District will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of School District
officials and agents, for capital construction, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the School District.

MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Wayne Nelson
that the School District vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of eight thousand one hundred and thirty-three ($8,133.00)
dollars.
MOTION was made by Earle Rourke and seconded by Catherine Kyle
to amend Article 5 by reducing the bottom line of the budget
from the eight thousand one hundred thirty-three ($8,133.00)
to six thousand six hundred ($6,600.00) dollars.
Amended Article
24 No - 16 Yes

Article

5

5

voted in the NEGATIVE by card vote.

voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.

ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote pursuant to RSA 31:105 to provide
indemnification for District employees, school administrators, school board
members. District officers or agents from personal loss or expense including
reasonable legal fees and costs, if any, arising out of any claim, demand, suit
or judgment by reason of negligence or other act resulting in accidental injury
to a person or accidental damage to or destruction of property provided the
indemnified person was at the time of the accident acting within the scope of
his/her employment or office.

MOTION was made by Paul Estabrook and seconded by Wayne Nelson
to accept Article 6 as read.
Article

6

voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.
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To see if the District will vote to adopt a plan for extending to
ARTICLE 7.
employees of the District the benefits of Title II of the Federal Social
Security Act (Old Age, Survivors, Disability and Health Insurance) as
authorized by Chapter 101 of the Revised Statutes Annotated amended by Chapter
302 and 322 of the Laws of 1955 and to raise and appropriate the sum of thirtyeight ($38.00) dollars to defray the District's share of the cost thereof.

MOTION was made by Peter Palton and seconded by Judith Anglin
to accept Article 7 as read.
MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Sandra Jones
to amend Article 7 by deleting "and to raise and appropriate
the sum of thirty-eight ($38.00) dollars to defray the District's
share of the cost thereof."
Amendment voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.
Amended Article

7

voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.

If a plan for Social Security coverage is adopted, to see if the
ARTICLE 8.
District will authorize the School Board to execute on behalf of the District,
the necessary agreement with the State of New Hampshire to carry into effect
the plan and to see if the District will designate the Superintendent of
Schools as the officer to responsible for the administration of the plan.

MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Wayne Nelson
to accept Article 8 as read.
Article

8

voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.

ARTICLE 9.
We the residents of the Barrington/Nottingham Cooperative School
District find the State of New Hampshire to be negligent in the funding of
public education, thus creating an undue burden on the local property tax
payers.
We urge that the State of New Hampshire Legislature begin in earnest
to study methods for substantially increasing State aid to education.
A copy of
the motion and the vote will be sent to Representatives and Senators of the
respective towns.

MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Edward Buckley
to accept Article 9 as read.
Article

9

voted in the AFFIRMATIVE

by card vote.

ARTICLE 10.
To see if the School District will authorize the School Board to
make application for and to receive and expend, in the name of the District,
such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for educational purposes as may
now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Government and/or State
agencies; private agencies and/or other sources in accord with the provisions
of RSA 198:20-b.
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MOTION was made by Peter Palton and seconded by Judith Anglin
to accept Article 10 as read.
Article 10 voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.
ARTICLE 11. To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject
embraced in this warrant.

MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Judith Anglin
to table Article 1 1 as read.
Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by card vote.

ARTICLE 12.
meeting.

To transact any other business which may legally come before th

MOTION was made by Peter Paiton and seconded by Edward Buckley
to adjourn the meeting at 9:23 p.m.
Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE by voice vote.

Respectfully submitted,

(_^;:c^.^.Y^
Rita Bevins
Barring ton/Nottingham Cooperative
School District Clerk
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:

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
t
ngham
DATE:
September 20,

Barr ngton/Not

TO:

I

i

1990

Your Report of appropriations voted and property taxes to be
raised for the 1990-91 school year has been approved on the
tol ow ng bas s
1

i

I

TOTAL APPROPRIATION

f^23.

133.00

REVENUE & CREDITS A<v^AILABLE
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES

Unreserved Fund Balance

*

Revenue From State Source
Foundation Aid
Incentive Aid
Foster Ch dren
School Building Aid
Area Vocational Aid
Driver Education
Catastrophic Aid
Adu t Education
Child Nutrition
Other -(Artists in School)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

i

1

1

Local

23,133.00

i

*
*

Revenue Other Than Taxes:
Tu

i

1

1

*

on

*
Earnings on Investments
*
Food Service
*
Pupil Activities
*
Supplemental Appropriations
*
Classroom Lease
Trans, from Cap. Project Fund-*
Trans, -from Cap. Reserve Fund-*
*
Sale of Bond or Notes

TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
TOTAL APPROPRIATION

*
*
*

*23, 133.00

*0.00
*23, 133.00

ANDREA M. REID, CPA
DIRECTOR
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:

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTEHDENT OF SCHOOLS
To th* School Board and Cltlzona o£ th« Barr Ington/Nottlngham
Cooparatlra High School District
:

1990 tha high achool anrollmant £or tha district wai

Km of 1 Octobar
aa follows

GRADE

10

9

Barrlngton
Nottingham
TOTALS

SS
33
88

68
39
107

11

61
42
103

12

S9
2S
84

TOTALS
243
139
382

Aa wo ara all awara, both the national and atata aconoinlaa have
Aa a
continued to deteriorate significantly during the past year.
reault of the recesalon. the ratea of growth projected two yeara ago
In high school student enrollment and Dover high school tuition ratea
Baaed on updated Information recently compiled
have not mat erl allxed
by thla office, projected atudent enrollment, the rate of Increaae In
tha Dover high school tuition ratea and hence, actual and projected
budgeted tuition amounta for both Dlatrlcts are Increasing at markedly
These changea In projected planning
smaller rates than anticipated.
estlmatea clearly reducea the coat effectiveness of high school
If the present economic
conatructlon during the 1994-9S period.
conditions continue. I do not believe high school construction will be
feasible until the end of the decade.
.

Baaed on current Information, I believe the Dlatrlct haa two options
1) continue to monitor the cost ef f ec 1 1 venea a of high
school conatructlon which would have the effect of simply maintaining
the current Board as a long range planning committee at minimal
expense to taxpayers or 2) continue to explore options for long term
tuition contracts with other high schools In the area, an alernatlve
which seems particularly logical for Nottingham, with the end result
possibly being the dissolution of the District.
to consider

I

The School Administrative Unit staff remains prepared to support the
planning actlvltlea of the School Board and the wlahes of the voters
of the Dlatrlct
.

Respectfully submitted,
Barry L. Clough
Super 1 nt endant
BLC/laf

166

YOUR 1990 TAX DOLLAR

Total tax rate $43.30 per thousand

